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Introduction

The INVALSI B2 Practice Book has been tailored to meet the needs of students in the triennio of Scuola Secondaria di
Secondo Grado. This year all students will be taking INVALSI tests in key subjects including English. The INVALSI B2 Practice
Book aims to equip students by providing thorough revision of the language required for B2 level. There is extensive
practice of exam tasks with guidance and strategies. To guarantee flexibility, the material has been organised into two
sections: five main units and a section of test material. Teachers and students can select the parts they feel will be most
useful for their needs. The main focus of the INVALSI B2 Practice Book is exam success, which can best be achieved through
great preparation, expert advice along with plenty of practice. By the time their exam day comes, students need to feel
confident and well-prepared, so that they can perform to their highest standard.

Structure of the book
UNITS 1–5

TASK REFERENCE AND TESTS FOR INVALSI

The first part of the INVALSI B2 Practice Book has
been designed for maximum flexibility: it can be used
in the classroom or for self-study or a combination of
both. There are five six-page units. The first four pages
of each unit are dedicated to INVALSI exam task types.
Each double page has exercises covering Reading or
Listening, leading up to an exam task. Each unit ends
with an Exam Skills section which helps students
prepare for their exams in a practical way and offers
advice and suggestions on how to reach exam day
feeling confident, relaxed and well-prepared.

The second part of the INVALSI B2 Practice Book is
intended for self-study or can be used as practice
material in class. The Task Reference section is
focused on task types for the INVALSI test of English in
Reading and Listening. There is a description of each
task, strategies to adopt and an example of the task with
tips on how to approach it. There are four Tests in the
book in the style of the INVALSI English test. Students
can choose the INVALSI task types they feel they need to
practise and concentrate on those or they can set a time
and use the tests as mock exams. They can check their
answers on the Stop and Check pages which contain
the answer key along with detailed explanations.

ONLINE TESTS
There are four INVALSI style tests online to accompany the printed book. The tests are designed to give the students
realistic practice of taking computer-based tests and will help the students feel comfortable and at ease with the new
format of INVALSI tests.

How to use the INVALSI B2 Practice Book
The INVALSI B2 Practice Book can be used for exam preparation but is also suitable for general use and language revision. It is
structured in such a way that the first part guides students through revision and practice of their general English. The
topics within the unit focus on cultural themes, such as nationality, health, religion, and give students the opportunity to revisit
and revise vocabulary areas as well as providing plenty of exercises and activities to practise reading, and listening skills. The
Exam Skills pages lead students through the process of getting ready for an exam in a practical way. They offer tips and
suggestions for positive changes they can make to the way they study and prepare for an exam which will improve exam
performance. Students will immediately identify with the real-life topics and examples and there are activities designed to
help them think through problems and learn from their own experiences. After working through the units, students will be
ready to start the INVALSI style tests. Before doing the tests, students should acquaint themselves with the task types by
working through the Task Reference. As students complete each test they can refer to the Stop and Check pages to check
their answers and read a detailed analysis of both the correct and incorrect answers.
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Listening
LEAD IN
1 PAIRWORK Discuss the questions.
1 Do you know what job you are going to do in the
future?
2 Have you ever done work experience?
3 If yes, what did you do? Did you enjoy it?
4 If no, would you like to do it? Which kind of work
would you like to do?
5 Do you think work experience helps you decide
on a career choice?

What is work experience?
Most British secondary school students
spend a week or two in a place of work,
observing what goes on and carrying out
supervised tasks. This can take place
in term time or in the school holidays,
by arrangement with the school,
and it usually happens in Year 10, when
students are about 15 or 16.

PRACTICE
2 Read the information about work experience.
Then choose the correct option.

1 When do students usually do work experience?
A in term time
B in the holidays
C in Year 10
D when they’re over 16
2 What will you gain from your work experience?
A money
B enjoyment
C something to show your future employer
D a job in the future
3 Who chooses where you go?
A teachers
B companies
C students
D students, teachers and companies together

Why should I do it?
It gives students an idea of whether
or not they would like to do that kind
of job in the future. It is an opportunity
to learn new skills, meet new people
and generally gain self-confidence.
The work isn’t paid, but it’s useful
for your CV and for references.

How is it arranged?
It’s supervised by the school, and teachers
will have a list of work places willing
to take work experience students.
However, students are encouraged
to make their own enquiries – either
through personal contacts or by
approaching companies that interest
them, and requesting a placement.

4
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3

Now listen to three conversations about
work experience. Then read the questions and
choose A, B, C or D.
[02]

4

1
2
3
4

1 Whose job is Harry going to observe?

5
A

B

C

D

2 Which job would Matt like to do?

A

B

C

D

3 Which picture shows Maya?

A

B

C

D

Now listen to a talk about work
experience. Answer the questions.
[03]

Where is the talk taking place?
Who is Kim talking to?
What work experience did Kim do?
What other jobs does she mention?
[04]

Listen again and choose A, B, C or D.

0 Who is John?
A Kim’s father
B Kim’s friend’s father
C a film producer
D an office worker
1 What would Kim like to do?
A act
B operate film cameras
C create scenery
D create films
2 How did Kim travel?
A sometimes by bus and sometimes by car
B always by bus and car
C by bus only
D by car only
3 What does she say about her work experience?
A She had to wear smart clothes.
B She wasn’t treated as a child.
C It was completely different from going to school.
D The best thing was no homework.
4 What does Kim say about school uniform?
A She wishes her school had a uniform.
B School uniforms are smart.
C There’s an optional school uniform at her
school.
D There are advantages to having a uniform.
5 What does she say about her friends?
A They think Kim was lucky.
B They all found their work
experience interesting.
C They all found their
work experience useful.
D They all had a great
time.

Unit 1
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Reading
LEAD IN
1 Read the information about British school

assemblies. Then read the sentences and choose
true (T) or false (F).

1 An assembly is when everyone
in the school meets together.
2 Assembly is a time to share news.
3 Assemblies have to be religious.
4 Students usually lead the assemblies.

5

10

T
T
T
T

F
F
F
F

An assembly is when the whole school
meets together, or perhaps different year
groups or classes hold their own gatherings.
It is a time when notices are read out and
information is shared. It is also a time for
collective worship, which is interpreted
widely, according to the school’s ethos. In
some schools, assemblies are quite
religious – prayers are spoken and religious
songs are sung. In others, there is a more

of an emphasis on moral guidance rather
than one particular religious creed. It is
quite common for students themselves to
lead the assemblies occasionally or for
external visitors to speak to the students,
for example representatives of charities,
public services like the police and even
local companies.

PRACTICE
2 Read the text and complete the table below.

Year 8 Assembly
Last Friday was Year 8’s turn to hold our
school assembly. The whole class was involved
in planning the programme, which had the title
Neighbours. Laura Mackay began by reading an
excellent poem, Who are you?, which she had
written herself. That was followed by a duet for
piano and violin, performed by Robbie Smith
and Jackie Davidson. After that, the whole year
group sang a song specially composed by Harry
Francis and Mr Bennett. It’s called Hello
Stranger, Hello Friend and you can hear it again
at the school concert next week.

6
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0 Year group

Year 8
..........................

1 Theme of assembly

..........................

2 Name of poet

..........................

3 Instrumentalists

..........................

4 Members of choir

..........................

5 Songwriters

..........................

6 Title of song

..........................

15
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3 Look at the photo, which shows a group

of students on an educational trip. Where do you
think they could be?

Year 9 R.E.

4 Read and answer the questions using 4 words or less.
Sikh temple
What is the meaning of gurdwara? ..........................
Where is the gurdwara?..........................
What do Sikhs often wear?
..........................
What do they believe everyone is?
..........................
What is the Langar Hall?
..........................
What do you have to show
respect towards?
..........................
6 What item of clothing is it
essential to bring?
..........................
7 What should you do before
using your camera?
..........................
8 How much does the trip cost?
..........................
0
1
2
3
4
5

Visit to Sikh Temple

As you know, we are visiting a Sikh Temple (a gurdwara)
in Birmingham next Monday, 19th May. We will learn a lot
about the Sikh religion on the day, but before we go, here
is some background information which should be useful.
Sikhism is the world’s fifth largest religion, with about 25
million followers worldwide. It originated in the Punjab region
of India in the fifteenth century, and is not to be confused
with Hinduism or Islam.
You can often recognise a Sikh by the turbans that cover their
long hair. Sikhs believe that hair should not be cut, as it is a gift
from God. However, some Sikhs who live in the western world
do cut their hair in order to integrate.
Fundamental to the Sikh faith is the belief that all people are
equal and everyone should be respected, whoever they are.
Sikhs believe in sharing what they have, and in working
together to help other people. We will see this demonstrated
in a very practical – and enjoyable – way during our visit,
when we share a vegetarian meal in their communal dining
room (the Langar Hall), which is run by volunteers and free
to everyone who visits the gurdwara.
Please remember that you will be visiting a place of worship,
and show respect at all times. When we arrive, you will be
asked to cover your heads – head coverings will be provided
but you can bring your own scarf if you prefer. You will also be
asked to take off your shoes. During our visit, we will be shown
the Guru Granth Sahib, which is the Sikh Bible. It is very special

– much more than just a book – and it is respectful to bow
your head towards it.
I’m sure we will all have a fascinating and enjoyable day.
Please note the following:
 The coach leaves at 9:15 promptly, and we’ll return
at about 3 pm.
 Bring a headscarf if you don’t want to wear their head
coverings – NOT a hat or a cap.
 Remember to wear respectable socks or tights – no bare feet.
 You do NOT need to bring lunch. Please don’t bring food
or drink into the gurdwara. All snacks and drinks will be left
on the coach during our visit.
Bring a notebook and pen, as there will be a quiz.
 Mobile phones should be turned off (or on silent) during
the visit. You should ask permission before
taking any photographs. Anyone using
a phone inappropriately
will have it confiscated.
 There is a charge of £5
towards transport costs,
payable to your form teacher
as soon as possible. You might
also like to make a voluntary
contribution to the gurdwara
while we are there.
Miss D. Evans, Head of Year 9

Unit 1
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EXAM SKILLS 1
Organising your time
1 Look at the photos of these different types
of planners. Answer the questions.

When time is
running out …

1 What are they called? Match the pictures
to the words.
a to do list app
c digital planner
b diary
d wallchart planner
2 Which one would you like to use to plan your time?
3 Why do you think you would prefer that type?

Do you feel time is always running out
when you are revising for exams?
Do you feel there is never enough time
to cover all your topics?
5

Years 10–11 timetable

Do you want to stop feeling like this?
Read on!

Year 10A
Year 10B
Year 10C
Year 11A
Year 11B
Year 11C
Careers talk and open day

School assembly

10

1

15

2
20

25

3
4

2 Read the article, then complete the tips.

EXAM STRATEGY
Tips for organising your revision time

■■ Find (or make) a 1 .......................... that suits you.
Use it!

■■ Divide your revision into 2 ..........................
and 3 .......................... your weak areas.
■■ Plan 4 .......................... time as well as revision.
■■ Make sure you get plenty of 5 .......................... .
■■ Give yourself 6 .......................... goals.

8
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The run-up to exams can be horribly stressful.
You feel guilty about relaxing and having fun
because you know there’s a lot of areas in
your English exam that you haven’t revised yet.
You stay up late to revise, and then you can’t
sleep. You suddenly realise you haven’t even
looked at a practice paper and the exam is
next week. If some of this sounds familiar (and
it does to most people!), then read on for some
tips to organise your time better.
First, get hold of a planner – it’s like a calendar
or diary. You could make it yourself, or
download a template, or buy one from a shop.
There are lots of different kinds. For example, it
could be a wallchart, a big diary (one that
shows whole weeks) or a digital planning tool.
You may need to experiment with a style that
suits you best – but make sure it’s easy to use.
You don’t want to waste lots of time filling in
your time organiser!

EXAM SKILLS 1

30

Next, add the dates and times of all the different exam papers to the planner. Then add
regular and other commitments that you already know about (e.g., school, sports
training, clubs, family events). You could use a colour coding system – so for example
exams could be in red, family things in blue, etc.
Now block out sleep time (at least eight hours – preferably nine), and also give yourself
some down time – for relaxing and seeing your friends. You’ll be able to switch off and
properly relax, knowing you have a plan.

35

40

45

OK, now you have identified blocks of revision time. The next thing is to decide what to
revise, and when to revise it. Look at the advice below:

1 Look at each paper in turn, and then break it down into subtasks – for example:
➤ grammar: irregular verbs; conditionals; prepositions; modals …
➤ vocabulary: jobs; transport; health; phrasal verbs …
➤ functional language: suggestions; advice; complaints; requests …
2 Work out how long each subtask will take you, and spread them out across
the planner. Remember: prioritise your weak areas – give them more time.
3 Set yourself realistic goals (you know you can’t revise and practise every
irregular verb in half an hour!). Then add some extra time – if you think
something will take twenty minutes, give yourself thirty.
Organising your time doesn’t just help with stress levels of course – it leads to better
performance. You will have covered all the necessary revision and you won’t have
wasted time.

3 What advice would you give these people?
Write sentences or notes, using ideas
in the text and your own ideas.

1 I’ll do my grammar revision tonight, when I’ve
gone to bed.
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
2 Look at this pile of books! I don’t know where
to start! I’ll never get through it all.
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
3 I’m panicking about my exams so I haven’t got
any free time next week.
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
4 I can’t be bothered with a planner – it just
makes more work.
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

4

REAL-LIFE TASK Read the steps below
and do the task.
1 Imagine you have a test next Friday. Find or make
a planner for next week. Add all your school (for
example, homework), family and other commitments.
2 Block out relaxation time and sleep time.
3 Now include the revision time you will do for the test.
Make a list of all the topic areas for the test and divide
them into subtasks.
4 Add your subtasks to your planner.
5 Test out your planner next week. Then report back
to the class:
■■ Was it realistic? Why / Why not?
■■ Was it useful? Why / Why not?
■■ How could you improve it for next time?
Unit 1
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Listening
LEAD IN
1 PAIRWORK Think about your lifestyle. What do you do to stay fit and healthy?
Make some notes and then exchange them with your partner.

PRACTICE
2

[05]

Listen to four people’s answers to the question in exercise 1 and do the tasks below.

1 What is the main thing they do?
2 Match the speakers (A, B, C and D) to the correct pictures.

3

1

4
2

3

[06]

1
2
3
4
10

Listen again and match the speakers (A–D) to the correct statement.
My diet isn’t very healthy.
Exercise makes me feel better.
I should get more exercise.
There’s one sport I really like.

Unit 2
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4 Look at the fact file about three forms of alternative medicine. Match the pictures to the correct sections.
A

1

Acupuncture
Traditional Chinese medicine, now increasingly popular in
the West. The theory is that the body’s natural energy has
been blocked in some places. When needles are inserted
at different points on the body, the flow of energy is
restored.

2

B

Homeopathy
Founded in the eighteenth century in Germany. Tiny
quantities of natural substances are highly diluted and
taken in the form of pills or medicine. The theory is that
like cures like – so, for example, a homeopathic dose of
coffee (a stimulant) helps sleeplessness.

3

Reflexology
An ancient practice that was revived in the US in the
early twentieth century. Different points on the feet (or
hands, or ears) are said to correspond to parts of the
body, for example the big toe corresponds to the head.
By massaging the different points, the body is
encouraged to heal itself.

C

5 Tom has a headache. What advice would you give him?
6

Now listen to the conversation.
Match the descriptions to the correct people.
There are two extra descriptions.
[07]

This person
1
thinks Tom should get more exercise.
2
suggests medication.
3 a thinks doing nothing is best.
4
says Tom is stressed.
5
is interested in an alternative therapy.
6
thinks diet is responsible.
7
thinks Tom’s eyesight should be checked.
8
blames computers for Tom’s headaches.
a Tom
b Amy
c Tom’s mother

d Tom’s father
e Amy’s sister
f Tom’s aunt
Unit 2
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Reading
LEAD IN
1 PAIRWORK Discuss the questions.
1 How many phones have you owned?
2 What did you do with your old one(s)?
3 How long do you think smartphones should last?

PRACTICE
2 Describe the picture below. What kinds of things
are being thrown away?

3 Read the leaflet, then answer the questions (1-8)
using a maximum of 4 words.

0 What do we call anything electronic that we no
longer want? E-waste.
1 What are two examples of things with a battery?
(Give two answers.)
2 Where does the majority of e-waste end up?
3 How long should electronic items last, ideally?
4 What can you do with environmentally friendly
smartphones that you cannot do with most
phones today?
5 What are the advantages when you repair
electronic items? (Give two answers.)
6 What is a product with built in obsolescence
designed to do after some time?
7 What organisation could you donate your old
phone to?
8 What organisation could give you advice on
recycling?

12
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WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?
1 What is e-waste?
Anything electronic that we don’t want any more –
that’s e-waste. Not just things like IT equipment, TVs,
and phones – it means anything with a battery, even
those birthday cards that play music when you open
them, or that old pair of trainers with flashing lights
you had when you were five.

5

2 What’s the problem?
We recycle it, right?
Wrong! Most of it ends up in landfill, or it’s shipped
out to developing countries, where it becomes their
problem, not ours.

10

3 That doesn’t sound right.
So what should we do?
Here are some practical things we should all be doing:
➤ Try to buy items that will last longer than a year or
two, like phones when you were at primary school.
➤ If possible, go for green products. For example, it’s
possible to buy certain types of smartphone which are
easy to repair and upgrade (unlike most phones these
days, that are often outdated after a year or two and
impossible to adapt), so they have a longer lifespan
than most phones have.
➤ Find out if the item, whatever it is, can be repaired.
It would save you money as well as reduce waste. A lot
of products these days have built in obsolescence,
which means they are designed to stop working after a
specific period of time. But you shouldn’t give up, it’s
definitely worth a try.
➤ Think about whether you really need to change
your phone every year or so – do you really need an
upgrade? If you do, don’t just throw your old one away.
You could sell it or give it away, or you could donate it
to a charity. Or you could take it back to the shop –
they should dispose of it responsibly. Take it to a
recycling centre – your local council will advise you.
Whatever you do, don’t let it go into landfill.

15

20

25

30
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TE

E-WAS

the good news and the bad news

E-waste is a growing problem the world over (literally
growing – by about 40 million tons a year). As well as
poisoning our land, air and water, it represents a
shocking waste of valuable, finite resources. However,
it’s not all bad news. Let’s start with the positives.
Did you know that many electronic items contain
precious metals like gold, silver and platinum? These,
and other metals such as steel, nickel, zinc, copper
and aluminium, can all be recycled. At specialist
plants the different metals can be separated and then
used again.
Some landfill sites (for example, in Belgium) are now
being mined in order to extract them – and this is
bound to become more common. Of course it’s much
better if they aren’t thrown into landfill at all – but if
they are, they can be retrieved. This is vital because
of course the world’s supply of metals is not
renewable. Research shows that for every million
smartphones that are recycled, about 22 kg of gold
could be recovered, as well as many other materials.
As people become more aware of what is happening,
recycling will become more and more common.
Moreover, this is not only good news for the
environment – it also directly benefits local
populations, as the process of recycling precious raw
materials creates many new, skilled jobs.
And now for the bad news. Only around 10% of
e-waste around the world is currently recycled – in
the UK the figure is slightly higher at 17%, but still
shamefully low. Italy is leading the way; a scheme

5

10

15

20

25

30

using smart bins to collect and monitor e-waste was
piloted in 2012 in Emilia-Romagna, and other regions
and countries are showing interest in this project.
However, the majority of discarded electronic items
still lies in landfill sites. Toxic materials like lead,
mercury, arsenic and cadmium escape into the soil
and into the waterways, poisoning wildlife and
contaminating the ecosystem, while greenhouse gases
are produced, adding to global warming. In addition,
radiation emissions cause a serious threat to the
health of people who live or work nearby.
So, where are these toxic landfill sites? The UK actually
exports about 80% of its e-waste, most commonly to
Ghana, China, India and Nigeria. There, the local poor
make a living by retrieving potentially valuable items,
and then dismantling them. Often they burn off the
plastic that surrounds metal components, releasing
toxic clouds into the atmosphere and poisoning
themselves. When local regulations are tightened, the
waste is simply dumped somewhere else.
Public awareness of these problems is increasing, but
it’s a race against time. Every year, more than a billion
smartphones are manufactured, and most of them
will be replacing existing models. An estimated 2.5
billion people own smartphones globally – and the
market is expanding. That’s before we start counting
the laptops, tablets, TVs, games consoles, etc. that
flood the shops each year. Let’s hope that sanity
prevails before we are all buried under a mountain of
e-waste.

35
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4 Read the text, then answer the questions (1-8) using a maximum of 4 words.
0 Apart from polluting the environment, what problem does the increasing amount
of e-waste create? Wasting valuable finite resources.
1 What precious metals can be found in many electronic items?
2 Why are some landfill sites now being mined?
3 How much gold could be reclaimed from 1,000,000 smartphones?
4 What are the advantages to local communities when they recycle metals?
(Give two answers.)
5 What is used in the Italian scheme to collect and regulate e-waste?
6 In addition to poisoning our soil and water, what other dangerous substances are produced
by e-waste in landfill sites? (Give two answers.)
7 Where is most British e-waste sent?
8 Approximately how many smartphones are there in the world?
Unit 2
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EXAM SKILLS 2
Checking what to do before and during the exam
LEAD IN

PRACTICE

1 It’s exam time! What’s the best thing to do?

2 Look again at the quiz and read the next part

Do the quiz.

of the text, which gives you the best answers.
Then complete the strategy box.

Answers

What’s the best thing …
1

Of course you guessed the correct answer (B) – but do you
actually do it? Our brains tend to believe what we tell them –
so avoid negative thinking. Always give yourself positive
messages – talk yourself up! It sounds too simple to be true –
but it works!

2

Again, you probably guessed the right answer (C), but it’s
easier said than done. OK, you probably won’t go clubbing, but
you might be tempted to keep studying late into the night.
The fact is, it’s much better to switch off. Pack your bag with
everything you will need – including spare pens and a watch or
some other kind of timer. Get an early night, and set the
alarm so you don’t have to worry about oversleeping. Relax –
you’ve prepared well, you can be confident (see number 1!).

1

… to say to yourself?

A
B
C

‘This is going to be awful.’
‘I can do it!’
‘Everyone else knows more than me.’

3

Yes, you already know the answer (A)! You know it makes
sense!

2

… to do the evening before an exam?

4

A
B
C

Stay up late revising.
Go clubbing.
Pack your school bag, then chill out.

3

… to do on the morning of the exam?

Yet again you will have worked out which answer is correct (A)
– but it’s so tempting to ignore it and just get started. However,
it’s really important to read the question paper – not just the
questions, but also the instructions. For example, don’t write
four answers if you only have to choose one (a lot of people do!),
don’t write six words if it tells you to write no more than five.
Work out how much time to spend on each question – don’t
spend all the time on your best one!

A	Have a good breakfast and get to school early.
B
Do some last minute revision.
C
Stay in bed until the last minute.
4

… to do when the exam starts?

A
Read all the instructions and questions.
B
Start at question 1 and keep going.
C	Find the easiest question and concentrate on that.

EXAM STRATEGY
Tips for the exam day
The night before:
■■ have a 1 .......................... evening
■■ pack your bag – include
2
..........................
■■ go to bed 3 ..........................
■■ set 4 ..........................
14
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On the day:
■■ allow plenty of time
■■ have 5 ..........................
■■ think 6 ..........................

In the exam:
■■ listen to instructions from the teacher
■■ 7 .......................... all the instructions and
8
.......................... . Don’t assume anything!
■■ time yourself – if you run out of time,
hand in your notes (if relevant)

EXAM SKILLS 2
3 Read what three people say about exams.

A I get terribly nervous before exams. I can never sleep
the night before – I keep thinking of things I should
have revised, or worrying I’ll be late.

B I really messed up the last exam I took.
It started off OK, but I was still doing the first
question when the teacher called out ‘twenty
more minutes’. Then I just panicked.
I finished the exam but, well,
I didn’t do very well.

C I did loads of revision the day before my last exam. I spent
the whole day reading through all my books. I only stopped
to check my phone and to eat – and even then I had a book
in front of me. Then I woke up early and did another two hours
before the exam. And after all that I did quite badly.
I must be really stupid.

4 REAL-LIFE TASK In pairs, write some advice
for each person in exercise 3.

1 Use ideas from the text and your own ideas.
A Here are some tips to control your nerves: …
B There’s a simple way to avoid that in future: …
C No, of course you’re not stupid! You just need
to change your revision technique …
2 Share your ideas in class. Then decide which
advice is best.
Unit 2
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Reading
LEAD IN
1 PAIRWORK Discuss the questions.
1 In the UK, you have to be 17 or over to drive a car.
Do you think that is fair?
2 How old do you think you should be to drive a car?
3 Are you keen to take your driving test as soon as
possible? Why? / Why not?

1

The UK driving test
In order to drive in the UK, you have to pass a
driving test. You can apply for a provisional licence,
which means you can drive on main roads (but not
motorways) for driving lessons as long as you have
a qualified driver with you. You must display an L
sign to show you are a learner driver.
The driving test is divided into two parts: one part
is theory and the other is practical. You must pass
both parts. The theory test is taken online and
consists of multiple-choice questions.
The second, main part of the test (the practical),
takes about forty minutes. Before you get into the
car, the examiner will test your eyesight by asking
you to read a number plate. You will also be asked
some basic questions about vehicle maintenance
and safety – for example, how to check the tyre
pressure or oil. Then you will be required to drive
the car, carrying out certain manoeuvres and also
demonstrating an ability to follow a satnav as well
as verbal instructions. You will have practised all
these things with your driving instructor.
You will be told if you have
passed straight away.

Good luck!

16
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INVALSI PRACTICE
PRACTICE
2 Read the two texts and choose A, B, C or D.
1 The purpose of text 1 is to give
A advice.
C
B information.
D
2 The theory test is
A written.
C
B spoken.
D
3 Text 2 is part of
A an article.
C
B a review.
D
4 Text 2 is aimed at learners who
A are in a hurry.
C
B have already failed.
D

an opinion.
instructions.
digital.
part of the main test.
a personal message.
an advert.
are very nervous.
are young.

DRIVING
TEST
COMING U
P?

2

Many people agree that the driving test is one of the
most stressful experiences they’ve ever had. Perhaps
you’re one of them, having already attempted it.
Whatever your reason, you’ve come to the right
place. 89% of our clients say they would
recommend us.
Our expert instructors will guide you through every
part of the test until you can do it in your sleep
(although please don’t actually try that!). You’ll live
and breathe driving for the entire week, and at the
end we’re pretty sure you’ll walk away with your
full license.
So, if you’re 17 or over, with a provisional license,
and if you have some basic driving experience,
what are you waiting for?
Contact us today!

3

INVALSI PRACTICE
IS IT TIME TO LOWER THE DRIVING AGE?
We asked some 16-year-olds what they think:

In my opinion, there’s something wrong
with the driving test itself. OK, it’s quite
tough. I think only about 50% of people
pass first time. But when you look at the
way some people drive, you can see
there’s something wrong. They shouldn’t
have passed. For a start, the test should include
motorway driving. So, I guess my answer is no,
in fact it should be raised.

I live in London, so I don’t really need to
go anywhere by car, and anyway parking
is a nightmare. I go everywhere by public
transport, or I walk. And learning to drive is so
expensive – you need to pay for lessons and then the test,
then if you fail, you have to do it all again. It would take me
ages to save enough, even with birthday and Christmas
money. A lot of my friends can’t wait to take the test, it’s true,
but I can’t really see the point.

Ted

May

They say we’ll get driverless cars soon. I think it
sounds a bit scary, but at least it’ll mean that nobody
will have to take a driving test! That would be good!
I wonder if it’ll mean that children can travel by car
without an adult? I guess nobody knows yet,
but I can’t wait to find out.

Freddie

It seems mad that we can drive when
we’re 17 but we can’t vote. If we’re
responsible enough to drive, surely we
should be able to take part in an election!
And why can’t we buy alcohol until we’re 18?
When you think about it – we can get married at 16, but not
buy a drink – well that makes no sense.

Jenny

I think they should definitely lower the driving age here in the UK. It’s 16 in
New Zealand – I know, because my cousin lives there. He’s been driving for
nearly two years and he’s not even 18 yet! And I think it’s even younger in
Australia. After all, we can join the army when we’re 16, and soldiers have
to drive enormous tanks – so why can’t we drive ordinary cars?

Andy

3 Read the article and choose A, B, C or D.
0 How many of the speakers think the driving age
should be lowered?
A All of them.
B Two of them.
C Only one.
D We don’t know.
1 What does May say about the driving test?
A It’s too difficult.
B Not enough people pass it.
C It doesn’t test enough skills.
D People don’t take any notice of it.
2 Freddie is keen to
A take the driving test.
B travel independently.
C ride in a driverless car.
D see what happens in the future.

3 Ted
A would like to drive but can’t afford it.
B isn’t very interested in learning to drive.
C has had lessons but failed the test.
D is saving for driving lessons.
4 Jenny says
A 17-year-olds shouldn’t be allowed to drive.
B voting is as responsible as driving.
C 16 is too young to get married.
D under 18s are not old enough
to buy alcohol.
5 According to Andy, 16 is
A too young to be a soldier.
B old enough to drive.
C his cousin’s age.
D the age you can drive in Australia.
Unit 3
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Listening

PRACTICE
2

LEAD IN
1 Look at the photo and discuss the questions.

1 Where do you think the conversation takes place?
2 What time of year does the conversation take
place? How do you know?
3 Where do the tours leave from?
4 Which is the cheapest tour?
5 Which one does the girl choose?

1 What do you think you would see and hear
on a ghost tour?
2 Have you ever been on a ghost tour?
If so, what was it like? If not, would you like to go?
Why / Why not?

3

[09]

Listen again and complete the table.

THE GHOSTLY
TOUR COMPANY

SPOOKS ARE US

type of tour

1

2

3

days

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

name of tour

times
cost per person /
discount?

18

Listen to the conversation and answer
the questions.
[08]
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THE GHOST
ROUND

3

INVALSI PRACTICE
4

[10]

Read and listen to the information about Bradgate Park, and complete the missing words.

Bradgate Park is an 1 ..........................-year-old park
in the county of Leicestershire in 2 .......................... .
It covers about 3 .......................... acres of land, with
the River Lin running through it. The park includes
4
.......................... acres of ancient 5 ......................................
as well as an area of 6 ...................................... which is
home to wild deer. It’s open to the public from
7
.......................... until 8 .......................... every day
of the year.
In the grounds of the park you will see the ruins of a
9
...................................... country house. This was the
home of the Grey family, who were related to the
10
...................................... . It was probably the
birthplace of Lady Jane Grey, whose ghost is said to
haunt the park. Her story is a tragic one.

5

Now listen to the story of Lady Jane Grey
and answer the questions. Use 4 words or less.
[11]

LADY JANE GREY
0
1
2
3
4
5

Where was she born? In 1537.
Which king was she related to?
How old was she when she got married?
How old was her husband?
How long was she queen?
In what year did she die?

6
7

How old was she when she died?
When does her ghost appear?
6

Listen to more information about
Lady Jane Grey and answer the questions.
Use 4 words or less.
[12]

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Protestant
What religion was Jane? .......................................
.
How old was Edward when he became ill?
How were Mary and Elizabeth related?
What religion was Mary?
Why did Edward make Jane queen?
How did Jane feel about becoming queen?
How did the people feel about Queen Mary?
Unit 3
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EXAM SKILLS 3
Coping with exam stress

3 Now read the rest of the text. Match the

headings to the correct sections. Write A–D.

BEFORE THE EXAM

A
B
C
D

1 Read the statements. Are any of them true for

you, in the days before exams? Tick (✓) Yes or No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

I sometimes have trouble sleeping.
I’m usually tired in the mornings.
I’m easily irritated by other people.
I keep eating sugary snacks.
I feel shaky or sick.
I can’t concentrate.

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N

Mostly No:	You are managing to cope well
with the run up to exams – well done.
Mostly Yes: You’re suffering from exam stress. Don’t
worry – you can do something about it.

2 Read the first part of the text and answer
the questions.

1
2
3
4

What happens to your body when you’re stressed?
What is this physical response often called?
Why is it sometimes useful but often not?
Do you recognise any of the symptoms of stress
listed in the text? If so, what do you do about it?

What is stress?
When we think that we are threatened in some way, our
bodies respond by producing extra adrenaline. This response,
often called fight or flight, is to give us extra strength, and it
was vital for our distant ancestors. It can still be useful even
these days but often we don’t need it. In fact, although the
fight-or-flight response is supposed to help us, it often makes
things worse. There we are, walking into an exam hall with
hearts pounding, but there is nothing to fight and we cannot
run away. All that extra energy and strength has nowhere to
go. This is stress!

What are the symptoms?
We all know some or all of the symptoms of stress.
loss of appetite • feeling sick (nausea) •
butterflies in your stomach • headache • irritability •
fatigue • dizziness • feeling shaky •
increased heartbeat (palpitations) • insomnia •
sweating • lack of concentration

20
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Look after yourself!
Manage the stress!
Be prepared, get organised!
Talk …

Oh yes! I know most of those!
So, what can I do about it?

1

.........

• 
Use a revision timetable, and make sure you’re well
prepared for the exam. Then you can feel confident.
• Do a lot of practice tests – be prepared!
• Have everything ready the night before the exam. Then
have a relaxing evening, set an alarm and go to sleep.

2

.........

• Make sure you get enough sleep – at least eight hours.
• Eat healthy food – plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables.
• Play sport, go for a walk, get some fresh air.
• Take time out – listen to (or play) music; read a book;
watch your favourite TV show; hang out with friends.
• Use calming techniques – for example, yoga, mindfulness.

3

.........

• … to other people – the proverb ‘a problem shared is a
problem halved’ is often true!
• … to yourself – in a good way! Tell yourself you’re doing
well, and that you can do it. It really helps!

4

.........

• Stress can be useful, as long as you control it. Use it
to your advantage.

EXAM SKILLS 3
DURING THE EXAM
4 Read and complete the text. Write A–H.
A Check your answers
B Don’t worry about everyone else
C Even if it all goes wrong, it is not the end of the world
D If you don’t understand what to do, or if you feel ill
E If something seems too difficult,
F Read the instructions carefully
G Remember your calming techniques
H Time yourself

1

.........

• Breathe! Take slow, deep breaths.
• Think positive thoughts, and smile!

2

.........

• Don’t assume you know what to do (it’s unlikely to have
changed from the past papers you’ve done, but make
sure you check).
• You might be told how many marks each question is
worth – this will help with timing each task.
• It might specify how many words you have to write.
• 
Watch out for questions which offer you a choice
of tasks – don’t do all of them!

3

5 REAL-LIFE TASK Relaxation techniques can

help with stress. Look at this technique and try
it out next time you have a test. Report back to
the class.

1
2
3
4

Set a timer for two minutes.
Find a comfortable chair and relax.
Close your eyes.
Listen to your breathing. Feel the air as it goes
in through your nose. Feel it as you breathe it out
through your mouth.
5 Start counting your breaths in and out. Every time
you get to five, start again.
6 Focus on your breathing, not sounds or thoughts.
7 Focus on nothing but your breathing.
➤ If you need help, there are lots of apps available.
But try your own technique first.

.........

They might look as if they’re finding it simple, but they’re
probably thinking the same about you!

4

.........

• Allow enough time for each question.
• 
If you are running out of time, go for the questions
with the most marks.
• If you’ve completely run out of time, and if you have
notes, hand those in too.

5

.........

even if you’re sure
they’re right.

7

.........

raise your hand and tell
the teacher.

6

.........

leave it and return to it later.

8

.........

Learn from your mistakes,
and move on!

Unit 3
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INVALSI PRACTICE

Reading

PRACTICE
2 Read the whole of the text first, then answer
the questions.

LEAD IN
1 PAIRWORK Discuss the questions.

1
2
3
4
5

1 Which sport would you rather do: cross-country
running or horse riding? Why?
2 What do you think is happening in the photo?

Whose idea was the race?
When did the first race take place?
Why was the race different between 1985 and 1992?
What did Tim Gould and Huw Lobb both do?
How many times altogether has a human beaten
a horse?

HORSE v MAN RACE
5

10

15

Could a human runner ever beat a horse in a
race? This was the topic of conversation in a
Welsh pub way back in 1979. Although the
c it depended on
answer sounds obvious, 0 ..........
the distance. He maintained that over a long
distance, a man could beat a horse.
The landlord of the pub, whose name was
Gordon Green, 1.......... – and that was the start
of the Man versus horse marathon, which is held
every June in the town of Llanwrtyd Wells.
The race attracts hundreds of competitors each
year. Despite its name, it’s open to women
runners, too. In 1985 cyclists were also allowed
to take part, but then in 1992 2 .......... on the
grounds that their wheels damaged the forest

paths. The course, and its length, 3 .......... from
year to year but it covers between 21 and 24
miles. It’s certainly 4 .......... – competitors battle
across fields, through mud and streams and
along winding country roads.
So, who is faster, human or horse? Well, in 1989
Tim Gould became the first human competitor
to beat a horse. However, he was 5 .........., so he
did not win the cash prize. This prize, which had
been accumulating since the first race in 1980,
6
.......... when it was won by Welshman Huw Lobb
in 2004 (he beat the fastest horse by two
minutes and 17 seconds). Since then 7 .......... has
managed the same feat – so although it’s often
been close, horses have usually won.

20

25

30

3 Read the text again. Parts of the text have been removed. Choose the correct part (a-j) for each gap (1-7).
There are two extra parts that you should not use.
a
b
c
d
e
22

amounted to £25,000
himself an enthusiastic cyclist
one man insisted that
a test of endurance
decided to find out
Unit 4

f
g
h
i
j

a cyclist not a runner
only one other runner
shorter than it used to be
they were banned
has varied slightly

4

INVALSI PRACTICE
4 PAIRWORK Discuss the questions.

5 Now look at the title of the text below and guess

what you will read about. Note down some ideas.

1 What makes someone green?
■■ How much they recycle?
■■ What they eat?
■■ Their methods of transport, for example,
how much they walk, take buses, drive cars?
2 What about companies or organisations?
How can they be green?
3 Which companies do you know that are green?
What do they do?

6 Now read the text. Parts of the text have been

removed. Choose the correct part (a-j) for each
gap (1-7). There are two extra parts that you
should not use.

Is this the world’s
greenest football club?
You might not associate veganism with a demanding
sport like football, but ever since Forest Green
Rovers became the world’s first vegan football club
they have been rising in the league tables and the
c . Since the English
number of their supporters 0 ..........
club was bought by self-made millionaire Dale Vince
(pictured) in 2010, it has been transformed from
the failing club, 1 .......... , that it used to be. Fans are
not put off by the plant-based food and drink on
offer, in fact 2 .......... . Perhaps this is a glimpse of the
future of sport.
Dale Vince, who had dropped out of school at the
age of 15, has always been interested 3 .......... . For
about eight years his home was on old van. A small
wind turbine supplied him
with more than enough
electricity, and he
started making
money by selling
4
.......... . He then
went on to found
a green energy
company, the first
of its kind, and it
made him very wealthy.
a
b
c
d
e

in green living and sustainability
has not eaten meat for several years
has steadily increased
met with some resistance
by a solar-powered robotic machine

5

10

15

20

25

When he took over Forest
Green Rovers, one of the first
things he did was to 5 .......... , and, indeed, from
menus anywhere on the club’s premises.
Gradually other types of meat were withdrawn, then
dairy products too, until 2014, when the club
became completely vegan. The changes 6 .........., but
surprisingly little. In fact, the food on offer has been
very well received – and if it has affected the players’
performance, it is only in a positive way.
The club’s green credentials do not stop with the
food it offers. The stadium itself has been made as
environmentally friendly as possible. It has 180
solar panels on the roof, while the pitch is pesticide
free and it is cut 7 .......... . There are plans for a new
stadium, designed to accommodate between 5,000
and 10,000 spectators, and to be built almost
entirely from wood.
It is perhaps ironic that a self-described hippy has
made a fortune through being green, but that is
what has happened. Meanwhile, the players are
enthusiastic about their new diet. It seems that
green energy – whether from renewable energy or
from a plant-based diet – is the secret of success in
more ways than one.
f
g
h
i
j

30

35

40

45

50

which were extremely unpopular at first
struggling to sell tickets
the excess to the national grid
it is very popular
ban red meat from the players’ diet
Unit 4
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4

Listening
LEAD IN
1 How do you feel about the written word? Read

the statements and write agree (A), disagree (D)
or not sure (NS) next to each one.

1 ............. I prefer reading books to looking at screens.
2 ............. Young people these days are less literate
than their parents’ generation.
3 ............. I can express myself well in a text message.
4 ............. Emojis help me get my meaning across.
5 ............. Spelling, punctuation and grammar don’t
matter much, except in exams.
6 ............. Nobody writes letters these days – there’s
no point.

2 PAIRWORK Now compare and discuss
your answers.

PRACTICE
3

[13]

Listen to a discussion and choose A, B or C.

1 What is their discussion mainly about?
A Standards of literacy among children.
B Modern technology and its effects on children.
C How to motivate children to read more.
2 Does Rob agree with Sally’s opinions?
A No, he doesn’t agree with any of them.
B Yes, he agrees with some of them.
C He doesn’t say.
3 How would you describe Sally’s attitude
to children’s use of screens?
A Entirely enthusiastic.
B Mostly optimistic.
C Quite worried.
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Listen again. Choose the correct answer
(A, B, C or D) for questions 1-6.
[14]

0 Many people believe that
A children no longer spend time reading novels.
B the internet can damage children.
C fewer children read books today.
D novelists have interesting views on reading.
1 Sally thinks that
A children’s games remain popular.
B	there is no decrease in the popularity of
children’s books.
C children these days have fewer options.
D	what people say about children’s literacy is true.
2 According to Sally,
A children can learn a lot from computer games.
B computer games require IT skills.
C	screen time is generally preferred to reading
stories.
D educational resources need to be improved.
3 Sally is not surprised that
A	parents find it necessary to supervise screen
time.
B children are getting better results at school.
C young people today are less well informed.
D this generation compares itself to earlier ones.
4 Sally worries that
A	sending text messages has become the only
way to communicate.
B texting is not a good use of people’s time.
C the skill of writing might be lost.
D writing text messages is too fast.
5 According to Sally, emojis
A make you lazy.
B are a new language.
C change the way we write.
D are quick and enjoyable.
6 She says that correct grammar, spelling and
punctuation are
A important in emojis.
B not expected in essays.
C impressive in texts.
D needed at certain times.

5 PAIRWORK What do you think of Sally’s ideas?
Do you agree or disagree? Tell your partner
and explain why.

4

INVALSI PRACTICE
6

Look at the words 1–8. They are all new
dictionary entries. Match them to their meanings
a–h (guess!). Then listen and check.
[15]

1

froyo

2

troll

3

humblebrag

4

binge-watch

5

photobomb

6

facepalm

7

hangry

8

bromance

a	announce your achievements
in a faked humble way
b	in a bad mood because of lack
of food
c

frozen yogurt

d	put your face into your palms
in a gesture of frustration
e	relationship between two men
that is very close
f	someone who posts unpleasant
comments online
g	watch many episodes of a TV series,
one after the other
h	place yourself into someone else’s
photo

7

Listen to the beginning of an interview
and answer the questions.
[16]

1 What does the interviewer want to know?
2 What is the expert’s answer?

8

Now listen to the whole interview.
Choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D)
for questions 1-6.
[17]

0 Dr Walters and his team
A notice what words lexicographers use.
B look for new words in books, magazines, etc.
C publish their market research online.
D aim to match new words with their meanings.
1 Reports of frequent new words are
A collected in new dictionaries.
B sent to Dr Walters’ team.
C published by a range of groups.
D put into context for the team.
2 The words they collect are
A all added to the next edition of the dictionary.
B added to a list for further analysis.
C considered if they are short.
D frequently heard by the team.
3 Short-listed words must
A have several meanings.
B last for many years.
C be used by everyone.
D be understood by most people.
4 Dr Walters says his team
A do not only rely on the written word.
B	study words from all English-speaking
countries.
C ignore words in informal speech.
D include words that are mainly used in writing.
5 As a result of this research, dictionaries are
A increasingly online.
B getting bigger.
C not increasing in size.
D getting smaller.
6 Words that people no longer use are
A updated.
C redefined.
B renewed.
D removed.

Unit 4
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EXAM SKILLS 4
Revising properly
1 Look at these revision tips. Which ones do you already do?
Set yourself goals.

A

Have regular revision
sessions with friends.

Revise the main areas
(grammar, vocabulary sets,
functional expressions) first.

Switch off
distractions.

H

Do lots of practice
exercises and exam papers,
at regular intervals.

B

G

C

Put key points
into note form …

D

F

Prioritise the areas
you find the hardest.

E
Revise in short sharp bursts,
with breaks in between.

2 Match the further advice (1–8) to the correct tips above (A–H).

1

2

OK, music is an exception –
many people find
background music helps
them concentrate. But switch
off everything else – and that
includes break times too
(your brain needs a rest, not
more social media updates).

They will give you an idea of
your progress, and show you
where you need to spend
extra time. They’ll also boost
your confidence.

This is helpful for several
reasons. You can help each
other with difficulties, and
test each other. What’s more,
if you schedule it, you have to
do it, or you’ll be letting your
friends down!

You might think it’s good
to study for one, two or
even three hours without
stopping, but your brain
needs to take breaks. It
can’t absorb information
after 20–30 minutes.

5
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6

3

4

Then they won’t trip you
up when you move on to
doing practice exam papers.

But don’t overlook the areas
where you’re more confident.
There’s always room for
improvement!

But make sure they’re
realistic! For example, revise
verbs is much too general
(and too much). Revise ten
irregular verbs is possible,
though! Remember to test
yourself.

You could use Post-It® notes
and stick them round your
room, or write them in a list,
or use one of the many study
apps available. However you
do it, it’ll help you process the
information and remember it.

7

8

EXAM SKILLS 4
3 Read the problems and choose the response that is most helpful.
Say what’s wrong with the other two.

1

I keep trying to revise but I can’t
concentrate for long, even if I switch
my phone off.

A Oh dear! That’s no good. Work harder for longer!
B Congratulations, you’re normal. Take frequent,
short breaks and keep going!

C Put your phone away from you and just focus on your work.
2

I use my breaks to catch up with stuff on my
phone. They’re quite long breaks sometimes!

A

Don’t take breaks, then! And keep checking your phone all the time. Problem solved.

B

I think your breaks need to be shorter. If you check your phone, maybe check it for
study apps, not social media.

C

Try switching your phone off completely for a few hours. Stare out of the window
when you take a break. Your brain will thank you.

3

I’ve done a couple of practice exams but I didn’t
do very well. It’s made me feel worse, not better.

A

Look through them and learn from your mistakes.
Then try again. You’ll improve.

B

I think you need to do more practice papers.

C

Oh well, that means you’re useless.

I keep on staring at my lists of vocabulary and testing myself
but I still can’t remember words when I actually need them.

4
A

Get hold of some practice exercises that put the words in context. Try working through them
with a friend.

B

Keep staring at them. Maybe you’ll develop a photographic memory.

C

Try writing them down or saying them out loud. That should help you.

4 REAL-LIFE TASK Now work in pairs.
Read the task and follow the steps.

1
2
3
4
5

Think of a problem you have when you study.
Share the problem with your partner.
Think of some advice for your partner’s problem.
Try out the advice next time you study / revise.
Report back to the class on how successful it was.
Unit 4
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5
Reading
LEAD IN
1 What do you know about the early history
of your city or town?

PRACTICE
2 Read the text, then choose the correct answer
(A, B, C or D) for questions 1-6.

The Founding
of ROME
5

10

15

20

25

30

35
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The founders of Rome are the twins, Romulus
and Remus. They were abandoned as babies
and a wolf found them. The wolf looked after
them, and then later a shepherd.
As adults, Romulus and Remus acknowledged
their special birth, realizing that they were not
ordinary shepherds. They planned to found their
own city on the banks of the River Tiber, where
they had been discovered. Romulus and Remus
began to argue over where the city should be:
Romulus wanted to start the city on the Palatine
Hill, but his brother preferred the Aventine Hill.
In the end, to settle their argument, they
decided to look for a sign from the gods. Each
brother stood on his preferred hill. They agreed
that the first one to see a flight of vultures would
win. Remus was first to see six birds, however
Romulus saw twelve and declared himself the
winner. This resulted in a fight between the
twins, and Remus was killed. Romulus
announced himself the ruler and called his city
Rome.
At first, Rome was a rough city and this was a
problem because not many women wanted to
live there. Romulus knew that the survival of
Rome depended on women to populate it.
He devised a plan and invited the Sabians,
people from a nearby region, to a festival.
When they arrived, the Romans attacked and
killed the men and snatched their wives. The
Sabian men who managed to escape returned
later with their king Titus Tatius to reclaim the
women. What they did not expect when they
entered the city was that the Sabian women
said they were content with their new lives
and wanted the violence to stop. A diplomatic
solution was reached when Romulus and Titus
agreed to rule together in Rome.

Unit 5

INVALSI PRACTICE
0 Romulus and Remus
A moved to a city they had discovered.
B knew that they were different from other men.
C found the place where they had been born.
D	discovered who they really were when they
grew up.
1 Romulus was the twin who
A chose Palatine Hill to found Rome.
B found the ideal place for a new city.
C thought the Aventine Hill was a better location.
D knew that Remus’ preference was the Palatine Hill.
2 They hoped to resolve their disagreement by
A building the city in a different place.
B each standing on the other’s hill.
C making a sign when they saw some birds.
D looking out for birds flying over the hills.
3 Remus was killed because
A Romulus saw the birds first.
B he saw more birds than Romulus.
C the brothers still disagreed.
D he wanted the city to have his name.
4 The new city of Rome needed more women
because
A it was an unpleasant place without them.
B Romulus had to have a wife.
C the Romans couldn’t rely on their own wives.
D women were needed to have children.
5 The Sabian tribe
A were celebrating in a neighbouring region.
B were tricked into entering Rome.
C fought the Romans and killed their women.
D escaped with their ruler Titus Tatius.
6 According to the story, the Sabian women
A brought about a peaceful resolution.
B did not expect to be happy in Rome.
C were taken back by their husbands.
D did not accept life in a dangerous city.

INVALSI PRACTICE
3 Read the text, then choose the correct answer
(A, B, C or D) for questions 1-6.

Londinium:
the Roman city
The Romans successfully invaded Britain in about 47 CE
and they chose to build a settlement on the banks of
the River Thames. This gave them an efficient route to
transport goods between Britain and other countries.
Londinium was the Roman name they gave to their
settlement, which is approximately in the modern day
“Square Mile” where today’s City of London can be
found. To cross the Thames, which was a much wider
river then than it is now, the Romans built the first
London Bridge. Stones from the original bridge have
recently been found during excavations under
London Bridge Station.
Not all native Britons were prepared to accept either
the invasion or the building of a Roman city, however.
After less than 15 years, a fierce warrior called Queen
Boudicca of the Iceni tribe led an attack against the
Romans and burnt their growing city to the ground.
Many thousands of Londoners died in the fires.
The Iceni uprising did not, in the end, drive the
Romans away and they quickly took control again
and started to rebuild Londinium. A more powerful
city was established in the following 20 years, and it
was thriving again by the year 100 CE.
The Romans built many important buildings in
Londinium including places of worship, bathhouses
with heated water and a governor’s palace. In
about 200 CE, a strong stone wall called London
Wall was built around the city. It is still possible
today to see remains of the wall which surrounded
the city, some still where they were first built and
others in the Museum of London.
The most remarkable Roman remains can be seen
under the Guildhall Art Gallery. For a long time,
historians had thought that there must have been
an amphitheatre in Londinium, as Roman cities
usually had an impressive sports arena. This
proved to be correct when the remains of an
amphitheatre were discovered in the 1980s, when
the Art Gallery was built. The amphitheatre’s
remains are now on permanent display and
open to the public.

5
0 Londinium was built
A in a good place for trade.
B where the Romans invaded.
C a mile from the present City.
D to resemble a Roman city of the same name.
1 The Romans built a bridge
A when the river was narrower.
B over what is currently a station.
C when they excavated the river.
D to facilitate access over the river.
2 Queen Boudicca was
A unprepared for a Roman invasion.
B a strong tribal leader.
C	the woman who set fire to the Romans’ food
supplies.
D an Iceni fighter attacked by the Romans.
3 After the fire,
A the Romans drove the Iceni away.
B nothing happened for two decades.
C a stronger Londinium was created.
D the city was not rebuilt for a century.
4 In the Museum of London, you can see remains of
A many churches.
B a palace.
C Roman water systems.
D the city wall.
5 The Guildhall Art Gallery was
A found in the 1980s.
B an important sports arena.
C on the site of an amphitheatre.
D where historians expected it to be.
6 Other Roman cities
A had amphitheatres.
B had art galleries.
C can be viewed by everyone.
D were discovered in the 1980s.

Unit 5
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5
Reading

INVALSI PRACTICE
3 Read the text, then answer the questions (1-8)
using a maximum of 4 words.

LEAD IN
1 PAIRWORK Discuss the questions.
1
2
3
4

Do you like James Bond films? Why / Why not?
Do you know any of the villains in them?
Can you recognise any of the villains in the photos?
Which villains are your favourites?

5

PRACTICE
2 Read the text about two villains in the James
Bond film Goldfinger and choose the correct
option.

The nation’s favourite villains:
GOLDFINGER and ODDJOB
Goldfinger, 0 who / that appears in Ian Fleming’s
novel of 1 a / the same name, is one of the most famous
baddies 2 on / in popular fiction. He is, among 3 more /
other things, a gold smuggler, and thoroughly evil. He
kills one opponent 4 by / with covering her in gold
paint so that her skin cannot breathe (5 moreover /
although in reality, this 6 would / will not have killed
her!). He threatens Bond 7 with / by a horrible death
by laser beam. Goldfinger’s assistant,
Oddjob, is 8 just / equally vicious. His
weapon is his steel-rimmed hat, 9 that /
which he throws 10 by / with deadly
precision. Their wickedness is 11 as / so
extreme and exaggerated that it
makes excellent entertainment that
gives 12 anybody / nobody
nightmares.

10

15

20

25

Ian Fleming wrote his first James Bond book,
Casino Royale, in 1952. He went on to write 13
more, including two collections of short stories,
before he died at the age of 56. Since then, a
succession of Bond books have been written by
a number of authors. In addition, of course, there
are 26 films, starring seven different actors as
Bond. Like the books, not all the films are based
on Fleming’s own work. One such example is
Quantum of Solace, which was released
in 2008. Although its title comes from
a short story by Fleming, the film itself
is completely different. Whether
or not they were written by
Fleming himself, all Bond
stories have a lot in
common. They all
feature beautiful
women, evil villains as
well as – crucially – fast cars
and ingenious gadgets. Bond is
always sure to defeat his enemies
and win the girl. This formula
has stood the test of time, and
James Bond is still, after more
than half a century, as popular
as ever.
Richard Kiel as Jaws
in Moonraker (1979).

0 What is the title and year of publication of Fleming’s first
Bond book? (Give two answers.)

a) Casino Royale. b) 1952.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
30
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How many Bond books did he write in total?
Who wrote the Bond books after Fleming died?
How many Bond films have been made?
How many different men have played the role of
Bond?
Where does the title of the 2008 film come from?
What is always in a Bond story, apart from glamorous
women and wicked baddies? (Give two answers.)
What does James Bond always succeed in doing?
(Give two answers.)
For how many years has Bond been popular?

5

INVALSI PRACTICE

JAMES BOND’S

5

10

15

One thing that a lot of people like about the James Bond films is
the number of gadgets he uses. These tend to be ordinarylooking objects, like pens or cigarette lighters, but they do
extraordinary things.
In the film Live and Let Die, Bond is provided with special pellets
that inflate sharks until they explode – he simply has to fire one
at a shark and it blows up! The same thing happens to the villain
(Mr Big), when Bond manages to force a pellet into his mouth!
Another great gadget is a tiny camera concealed in a ring. In A
View to Kill, Bond uses it to spy on the villain during a garden
party. It’s unclear how he was able to aim it accurately in order
to take the photos he wanted, but he did!
In Tomorrow Never Dies, Bond has a cutting-edge piece of
technology – a mobile phone! OK, it doesn’t have any apps, or,
indeed, wi-fi – but on the other hand it can turn into a gun! My
personal favourite Bond gadget appears in that classic film,
Goldfinger – and it’s a diving suit with a seagull on top of it.
Bond can swim underwater, while all that can be seen is a
seagull swimming on the surface! Now that’s classy!

4 Read the text, then answer the questions (1-8)
using a maximum of 4 words.

0 What kinds of objects usually conceal a Bond
gadget? (Give two answers.)

20

25

30

Although he has any number of high-tech gadgets, Bond
is probably most famous for his cars. His first car, which
makes its appearance in Goldfinger, is equipped with a
wonderful collection of gadgets, including hidden knives
that extend from the wheels at the push of a button (useful
for cutting your enemy’s tyres), machine guns fitted in
front of the car, and of course a special ejector seat to get
rid of unwanted passengers.
Another very cool car is featured in The Spy Who Loved
Me. As Bond is pursued in a high-speed car chase, he
drives off the end of a pier and into the sea. By the time it
hits the water, the car has transformed into a submarine,
complete with a periscope and a missile launcher.

7 Where does Bond drive in the high-speed car chase
in The Spy Who Loved Me?
8 What happens to Bond’s car when it lands in the
water?

a) Pens. b) Cigarette lighters.
1 What do Bond’s special pellets do to his victims?
2 Where does Bond hide a miniature camera in Live
and Let Die?
3 What can Bond’s mobile phone do in Tomorrow
Never Dies?
4 In Goldfinger, what special extra does Bond’s
diving suit have on it?
5 What are the hidden knives in Bond’s car good for?
6 What other gadgets is Bond’s car equipped with?
(Give two answers.)
Unit 5
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EXAM SKILLS 5
Revising language
Language revision
Success on exam day depends on your knowledge of
the language and your confidence in using it. During
your exam you will need to understand reading and
listening texts and to show your understanding in
clear and succinct answers. Sometimes it isn’t possible
to copy from the text and you need to be able to
manipulate language quickly. It’s especially important
in the listening part of the exam to be able to write a
coherent answer before the time runs out. It’s a good
idea to revise language areas at B2 level so you feel
confident on exam day. This final exam skills spread
revises the following areas:
➲ collocations: these are pairs of words that go
together
➲ adjectives, verbs and prepositions
➲ phrasal verbs
➲ auxiliary verbs
➲ articles

2 Match the verbs 0–7 to the words below to make
some common collocations. Then add your own
examples.
a cold ■ a mistake ■ fun ■ the law ■ married ■
running ■ the shopping ■ your temperature
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

break
catch
do
get
go
have
make
take

the law
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................

a promise
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................

3 Write the missing prepositions here.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

in local history.
I’m interested .............
Are you afraid ............. spiders?
Don’t be angry ............. me!
Jack’s very good ............. maths.
We depend ............. the bus service.
Do you believe ............. ghosts?
I’m going to be late. Don’t wait ............. me!
Oh no! We’ve run out ............. milk.

4 Choose the correct option to complete
the phrasal verbs.

1 Read the language revision tips and tick (✓)
the ones you already do.

EXAM STRATEGY
Tips for revising language
 Look back through your old text book and
identify past mistakes.
 Keep a notebook and write down any errors you
make – it will help you to avoid it in the future.
 Read as much in English as possible, this will help
improve your vocabulary.
 Try and do one or two short grammar activities
every day – practicing in short bursts as often as
possible is key to building language skills.
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0 I must finish my project. I can’t put it off / out
any longer.
1 Nobody knows what happened but we’re looking
at / into it.
2 I can’t work up / out what this writing says.
3 That can’t be true! You’re making it out / up.
4 You’ve missed the plane – it’s already taken off / out.
5 It’s no good, I can’t do this puzzle. I give over / up.

5 Circle the auxiliary verb(s) in each sentence.
0 The post office in the High Street has been raided!
1 Tom and Stella have just returned
from their holiday in France.
2 We had only just got home when the visitors
arrived.
3 My laptop is being mended at the moment.
4 By the time I leave school I will have taken
hundreds of exams!
5 We were running to catch the bus when Amy
slipped.
6 Excuse me, do you know where the station is?
7 I would like to visit New York one day.

EXAM SKILLS 5
6 The auxiliary verb, or part of it, is missing
in these sentences. Complete them with
the missing part.

has
0 Jack isn’t here. He ..........................
already left
for school.
1 If I had enough money, I .......................... buy
my own horse.
2 We saw at once that the window ..........................
been smashed.
3 Shh, listen to the announcement!
We’re .......................... told where to go.
4 What kind of music .......................... Kate like
these days?
5 By the time we were ready to go out,
it .......................... started raining.
6 When the train arrived, my friends
.......................... waiting on the platform.
7 With luck, I will .......................... finished my
project by next Friday.

7 Look at these pairs of sentences and write
the correct article in the gaps.

a bank round here? – Where’s
0 Is there .............
the bank, please?
.............
1 ............. capital of India is Mumbai. – Mumbai
is ............. capital city.
2 Wow! That’s ............. beautiful garden. – It’s
............. most beautiful garden I’ve ever seen.
3 I’ve just read ............. really good book.
– ............. book I’ve just read is really good.
4 We flew over ............. Pacific Ocean.
– We flew over ............. ocean.
5 You have ............. bright future
ahead of you! – Nobody can
see into ............. future.

8 Complete the text. Write one word in each gap.
A team of Polish architects recently won a competition
0
to
..........................
design a skyscraper for the future. The
1
idea they came .......................... with was not an office
block, a shopping centre or a high-rise accommodation
block – it was a vertical farm and educational centre!
The tower, which consists 2 .......................... floors placed
on top of each other, is designed to be moveable. Each
of the floors has a different function. Some, but not
all, are for the cultivation of crops, which will
3
.......................... sold in the grand marketplace
on the ground floor. Other areas include
4
classrooms,
..........................
doctor’s
surgery and a nursery school. The aim is to
help communities across 5 ..........................
continent of Africa, where farmers struggle to
grow 6 .......................... crops to feed
themselves and their neighbours. Here, they
would learn 7 .......................... to improve the
quality of their soil and increase their crops,
and they could also 8 ..........................
advantage of the marketplace. When its mission
was accomplished, the tower would be
dismantled 9 .......................... transported
somewhere else.
For the moment, this amazing tower
is still only a design, and there are
10
.......................... immediate plans for it
to be built. 11 .........................., it is an
exciting glimpse of what could be achieved
12
.......................... the not so distant future.

Unit 5
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TASK REFERENCE
AND TESTS

TASK REFERENCE
MULTIPLE-CHOICE
QUESTIONS

EXAM STRATEGY
Multiple-choice questions

■■ Read through the text carefully first to get a clear idea
of what it is about.
■■ Then read through the questions and options. Find the
relevant parts of the text and reread them with care.
■■ In the text, look for synonyms and alternative ways
of expressing the ideas in the options.
■■ Do not assume that an option is correct because
it contains a word that is also in the text.
■■ Choose only one option per question as the correct
answer.

Multiple-choice tasks consist of a reading text,
followed by four-option multiple-choice questions
which test the understanding of content and text
organisation. The focus of the questions may be on
main ideas in the text or on specific details. You may
be asked to show you understand the context or the
purpose of the text and that you can deduce
opinions or attitudes expressed in it.

1 Read the text and choose the best answer (A, B, C or D).

HOUSESITTERS.com
Find housesitters

Blog

We stay when you go
Log in

Get started

When your family goes away on holiday, there is always the worry of
leaving your home empty. If you have pets, you have the additional
problem of what to do with them. It can cost a lot of money to put your
cat or dog into kennels for two weeks, and what about the fish or the
rabbits? You might be able to ask a friend or neighbour to help, but
that may not be a reliable option. Many people worry about leaving
their home empty and that’s where HOUSESITTERS.com can help.
We have over 200 employees all over the country. They are honest and
carefully selected to live in your home while you are away. They take
care of your possessions, water your plants and make sure that criminals
stay away. Your pets will be well looked after and feel more comfortable
in a familiar place. We can provide housesitting for a few days, weeks
or even longer.

We promise you a happy welcome home –
and we’re not expensive.

What does the text do?
A It tells you about different jobs around the house.
B It advertises a live-in service.
C It gives information on how to look after pets.
D It helps you choose a holiday.
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Task Reference

What type of text
is it? Advert? Article?
Email? Look for
visual clues.

Read the title.
It gives clues to the
content of the text.

Focus on the general
meaning of the text,
don’t worry if you
don’t understand all
the words.

There is only one
question about the
main idea of the text.

The text mentions something
about all the options but
remember the question is about
the purpose of the whole text.

TASK REFERENCE
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS

EXAM STRATEGY
Short answer questions

■■ Read the instructions carefully and make sure you

This reading comprehension task tests your ability to
read and understand a text, and answer questions
about it in your own words. This often means you
have to paraphrase, that is, rewrite phrases or
sentences using different words. There is an input
text followed by questions to answer.

use the correct number of words in your answers.
■■ After looking at the title, headings and pictures,
read the text quickly for general understanding.
■■ For each question, find the part of the text
containing the information you need.
■■ Remember to write your answers using your own
words as far as possible.
■■ Always check your grammar and spelling.

1 Read the advert and answer the questions
using 1–5 words.

PAT: We need more volunteers!
PAT, or Pets as Therapy, is a voluntary organisation that matches pets
with people who need a friendly animal for support. We arrange for
owners of cats or trained dogs to visit old people’s homes and hospitals.
If you are old or sick, it is very often beneficial to spend time with a
friendly animal.
The benefits of having a pet are particularly important for people who live
alone. A solitary life can be very bad for your health. A cat sitting with you
in the evening makes you feel more relaxed and comfortable . A dog is a
faithful companion who is always there, ready to welcome you home.
A pet can make all the difference at a difficult time in a person’s life.
If you think you could help, visit our website to find out more about our
volunteers.

1 What kind of organisation is PAT?
������������������������������������������������������������������������������
2 Which people can benefit from PAT’s work?
������������������������������������������������������������������������������
3 How can a pet help a lonely person?
������������������������������������������������������������������������������
4 Where can you get more information?
������������������������������������������������������������������������������
5 What is the purpose of the text?
������������������������������������������������������������������������������

How can you say this
in another way?

How can you summarise
this in a few words?

Work out unknown
words from context.

You need to paraphrase the
information in a few words.

Locate the part of the text
about lonely people and
find a way to paraphrase
what it says.

The questions
are in the same
order as the text.

Answers can be very short.

This question is about
the whole text.

Task Reference
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TASK REFERENCE
MULTIPLE MATCHING

EXAM STRATEGY
Multiple matching: Reading

Matching tasks can take many different forms:
matching headings to paragraphs, matching answers
to questions, matching word / phrases to meanings or
matching texts to pictures. There are usually one or
two more options to match than you need. Some
matching exercises test general understanding while
others focus on detailed reading.

1 Read the text and match the paragraphs 0–2

■■ Read the instructions carefully and look out
for details such as There is one heading which you
do not need to use.
■■ Look at the example as it will give you an idea
of what to expect.
■■ Always ask yourself why a matched answer
is correct.
■■ Look out for distractors in the options you have
to match.
■■ Always read all the input material and options
before you start the task.

to the headings a–d. There is one heading which
you do not need to use. There is an example
at the beginning (0).

A DOG CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE
0 A recent report has found that people who have pets,

c and especially dogs, are healthier than people who do

Read the title and all
the text for general
meaning.

not. Pet owners have less chance of heart problems
and other fatal diseases.

1

Anyone who has a dog will read about this report and
recognise the truth of its conclusions. But they will also
say: we didn’t need scientific research to give us this
information. If you have a dog, you have to walk it every
day. Your dog needs exercise. It is clear that this will
guarantee that you, the dog owner, get daily exercise too.

Look at the answer to
the example. Do you
understand why it is
right?

What is the main point
of the paragraph?

2 However, the report goes on to say that regular exercise
is only one positive effect of dog ownership. Taking a
dog for a walk means dog owners go outside into the
fresh air, in all different weather. A walk in the park or on
the beach is relaxing, even in the rain. The research
shows that spending time in the open air is very good
for people who have busy, stressful lives.

a Health benefits for lonely people
b Outside exercise is good for stress
c Better health for pet owners
d What every dog owner already knows
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Identify the keywords
in each paragraph.

Read all the options and
eliminate the answer to the
example before you start
doing the exercise.

TASK REFERENCE
MULTIPLE MATCHING

EXAM STRATEGY
Multiple matching: Listening

These tasks generally test gist understanding. The
recordings can take a variety of forms, such as
interviews, different people talking about the same
subject or one person talking about different aspects
of one subject. You usually have to match sentences,
questions, phrases or pictures to what you hear.

1

■■ Read the instructions to check if there are extra
answers.
■■ Look at all the options or pictures before you listen.
■■ Think about what you can expect to hear in
the recordings.
■■ As you listen to each speaker / item, choose
the option from the list that corresponds best.
■■ At the end, make sure that the extra answer is
not needed.

[18]
You will hear part of an interview about a Frisbee game called Disc Golf. Listen to the answers 0–5
and match them to the questions A–G. There is one extra answer which you do not need to use. There is an
example (E–0). You will hear the recording twice.

In this task, you have to match the
questions to the answers the girl gives
in the interview. The interviewer says
a number instead of the question.
Listen to the girl’s answer and choose
the correct question from the list.
Listen for language comparing
similarities and differences.

A

 re there any other differences
A
between traditional golf and Disc Golf?

Underline the question words and listen.
These will help you match the girl’s
answers to the questions.

B

Where can you play Disc Golf?

Does the girl mention the skills
you need to play?

C

What skills do I need?

Listen for reasons for playing this sport.

D

Why should I play?

Listen for dates or time phrases.

E

0 When did Disc Golf start?

F

What is Disc Golf?

G

Who plays Disc Golf?

This will be a description of the
game and may include information
about equipment and rules.
Listen for details about types of people,
for example: age, level of ability.
Task Reference
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1

INVALSI TEST PRACTICE

Reading: Short answer questions B1
1 Read the signs and notices, then answer the questions (1-8) using a maximum of 4 words or numbers.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

B

A

CLEAN UP or pay up

NO FOULING

THE DOG FOULING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2003
APPLIES IN THIS AREA
Any person in charge of a dog who fails to
remove any excrement after the dog has
fouled shall be guilty of an offence. Offenders
will receive a Fixed Penalty of £40 rising to
£60 if not paid within 28 days. Offenders may
also be reported to the Procurator Fiscal and
may be fined up to £500 on conviction.

C

D

WARNING
These
premises are
protected by
CLOSED CIRCUIT
TELEVISION
Images are recorded for crime
prevention and public safety.
Unauthorized access, theft or
vandalism will result in prosecution

0 What are you not allowed to do in the forest?
1 What happens if you feed the animals?
2 What should you do if you see anyone feeding the wildlife?
3 What must you do if your dog fouls in the street?
4 What is the maximum penalty you could pay if your dog fouls?
5 Why are cameras installed in these premises?
6 What will the authorities do to criminals?
7 What happened on the road in South Yorkshire?
8 What do the police want to know?
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A SERIOUS
COLLISION
OCCURED
HERE
WERE YOU A WITNESS?
Please call South
Yorkshire Police

on 101
Feed wild animals.

1

INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Reading: Multiple-choice questions B1
2 Read the brochure about concerts, then choose the correct answer

(A, B, C or D) for questions 1-7. The first one (0) has been done for you.

CONCERTEENIES

with MUSIC IN THE ROUND

Saturday 17 February
Studio in the Round, Crucible Theatre

Join us for an introduction to music in this exciting new series of relaxed
concerts for 0 to 4 year olds, presented in partnership with Concerteenies.
Featuring music on a watery note, including pieces by Saint-Saëns, Smetana
and Renié, concerts also include bubbles, percussion, puppets, singing
and informal introductions, ensuring that there’s plenty for even our
youngest audience members to listen to, explore and enjoy!

0–1 years: 10:15 – 11:10 am
1 & 2 years: 11:35 am – 12:30 pm
3 & 4 years: 1:45 – 2:40 pm
£7.50 per adult
Accompanied children free*

INFO FOR ON THE DAY: Doors open at 10:00 am. No need to print your ticket. Just tell us your name on the door. Free
tea, coffee and biscuits are provided (the bar will be selling food and drinks after the concert). You are responsible for the
safety of your own babies and belongings. Buggies can be left in the main bar and we encourage you to put coats and bags
on the stage area.
Please note: because each session is
* On purchasing your ticket, please specify how many children will be attending. Child
tickets are limited to a maximum of two per one adult. If you’d like to bring more children
with you, please give us a call in the office on 0114 281 4660 before booking your tickets.

0 What is the brochure advertising?
A An event in an art studio.
B Music concerts for young children.
C Concerts for teenage musicians.
D A series of concerts for parents and their partners.
1 What theme do all the pieces of music chosen
have in common?
A Bubbles.
B Puppets.
C Water.
D Children.
2 What other forms of entertainment will the concerts
offer the children?
A Bubbles, percussion and singing puppets.
B Introduction to relaxation techniques.
C Bubbles, other instruments and puppets.
D Music by Saint-Saëns, Smetana and Renié.
3 How long does each concert last?
A 5 minutes.
B 15 minutes.
C 45 minutes.
D 55 minutes.

specifically designed for the ages specified,
we aren’t able to accommodate siblings of
different ages in the same session – sorry!

4 How long before the first concert are you allowed
to go in?
A 5 minutes.
B 10 minutes.
C 15 minutes.
D 20 minutes.
5 What are you not required to do?
A Leave your buggies outside the concert room.
B Pay for drinks when the concert is over.
C Have a printed ticket when you arrive.
D Leave your personal belongings behind the bar.
6 What should an adult with one 3-year-old and
4-year-old twins do?
A Phone the office before booking.
B Buy all the tickets online.
C Purchase an extra adult ticket.
D Come into the office when they arrive.
7 What happens if a parent wants to take a baby of six
months and his 2-year-old sister?
A They cannot attend any sessions.
B They go to different sessions.
C They need special accommodation.
D They should apologize for the baby.
Test 1
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE

Reading: Multiple-choice questions B2
3 Read the text about Langdon House, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1-7.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

Langdon House
Staying with her elderly aunt and uncle was not the most exciting way for Susan to spend her half-term holiday,
but her parents were away and had insisted she could not be home alone for a week. On the second morning of her
visit, Susan said she was planning to explore the surrounding villages, and to avoid anybody offering to accompany
her, she dragged an old bicycle from their garage and set off alone.
5 It was a dismal, grey day which hardly lifted Susan’s spirits and the countryside looked uninteresting. The villages

were quiet and there weren’t many shops, so when Susan spotted a sign to Langdon House, she was curious and
decided to visit it. Perhaps there was a gift shop there, and maybe a café where she could warm up and get a coffee.
Turning off the main road, Susan cycled down a long, tree-lined drive until finally the house came into view. More
like a castle than a house, she thought to herself, and not a very attractive one either. There was a car park, which
10 was empty, and a notice indicating the main entrance. Susan approached the forbidding wooden door, pushed it
open and stepped inside, into a cold entrance hall with a tall ceiling.
Susan jumped when suddenly a woman in old-fashioned riding clothes appeared. “Welcome to Langdon House,” she
said, with a thin smile. “I will be your guide today. Please wait here.” How strange, thought Susan, this woman
makes no noise at all. She waited nervously in the dark entrance hall for the woman to come back.
15 After some minutes she heard a heavy door open. The man who came in was surprised to see Susan. “Sorry,” he

said. “Langdon House is closed today.” Susan replied, “Oh, but the woman promised to show me round. The woman
in the riding clothes – didn’t you see her?” The man shook his head slowly. “Sorry,” he repeated. “I’m the cleaner.
The house isn’t open to visitors today and there’s nobody here. Only me.”
0 This passage is taken from a
A history textbook.
B ghost story.
C magazine article.
D crime novel.
1 Susan was spending her school holiday
A at home on her own.
B away with her parents.
C with old neighbours.
D at the home of some relatives.
2 She went exploring by herself because
A nobody wanted to go with her.
B she didn’t want anybody to go with her.
C there was nobody to go with her.
D only one bike was available.
3 Susan saw a sign to Langdon House and
A thought it was strange.
B found it boring.
C hoped she could get a drink there.
D went there to buy a present.
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4 Her first impression was that Langdon House
A was empty.
B seemed very grand.
C looked beautiful.
D had a good view.
5 The woman in the entrance hall
A seemed to move silently.
B was fashionably dressed.
C looked thin in her riding clothes.
D laughed nervously.
6 The man who came in
A asked Susan to apologize.
B did not expect to see Susan.
C promised to guide Susan around.
D had heard the woman leaving.
7 The man told her
A why the house was shut.
B what his job was.
C who the woman was.
D when the visitors came.

1

INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Reading: Multiple matching B2
4 Read the extract from a story. Parts of the text have been removed.

Choose the correct part (A-M) for each gap (1-10). There are two extra parts
that you should not use. The first one (0) has been done for you.

5

10

15

20

25

Robert had little knowledge of the world outside
the workhouse, where apprentices were slaves to
their masters. Like many poor boys in the nineteenth
century, he had 0 .......... . Yet he seemed to be able to
judge a person’s character, often more quickly and
surely than a boy with 1 .......... of life. It was this
moral judgement that gave Robert confidence in
Mellor the carpenter. Robert felt that the man who
had found him on that first snowy night 2 .......... . It
was true that Mellor had returned him to the
workhouse for a terrible punishment, and had taken
his five shillings reward 3 .......... . But he had first
brought Robert back to life with food and liquor,
and since that day there had been 4 .......... between
them. Mellor had helped him make the wheeled
chair for Mary; he learned then that Robert was
strong and not afraid 5 .......... . Knowing all this, the
carpenter was still surprised when Robert came to
him again for help.
Mellor had just stopped work to have his lunch,
when he saw the boy’s small face looking round the
door. Apprentices were 6 .......... into the other
workshops, as Robert well knew. He came to the
point immediately and 7 .......... .
“I’m getting out of here. You got to help me. I can’t
stay here no more. But I won’t be caught. Not this
time.”

30

35

40

ESCAPE

Mellor was 8 .......... too. Shaking his head over his
piece of hard bread, he refused to help the boy.
“Someone’ll get you. Five shillings is five shillings.
Someone’ll get you, lad.”
“You got to help me,” Robert said again. “I can’t
stay here no more.”
“There’s no where you can go. Someone’ll get you,”
said Mellor. Then 9 .......... , “You can’t do that poor
girl Mary no good by runnin’ off, lad.”
“Nothing can do her no good no more,” replied
Robert bitterly. “I just 10 .......... what they did to her.
What they do to all of us apprentices. I want to hide
in one of your carts an’ go back down to London
and tell ’em all.”

A an unspoken friendship

H was basically good-hearted

0 F

B a man of few words

I

1

6

C twice his experience

J without looking back

2

7

D he added more kindly

K want the world to know

3

8

E of being punished himself

L was very brief

4

9

F no education at all

M not allowed to wander

5

10

had no fear of punishment

G did not say much either
Test 1
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE

Reading: Multiple-choice questions B2
5 Read the newspaper article, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1-7.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

5

10

15

20

Some of Europe’s most popular holiday destinations have
seen a number of anti-tourist protests recently. Some of
the biggest problems are in Spain, which has around 75
million visitors a year. In the beautiful city of Barcelona,
a lot of the accommodation is in private homes. These 25
are booked through online vacation sites resulting in
fewer affordable homes for local families to rent or buy.
There have been other demonstrations in southern
Europe. Venice, which has over 20 million tourists a
year, is more in danger than most cities. Enormous
30
cruise ships are a particular problem. A Venetian
restaurateur complained that each ship brings 3000
visitors, who all arrive at the same time. “Our old city
cannot take so many people,” he said.
Popular destinations are successful, but there is a thin 35
line between success and failure. However, instead of
attempting to limit the number of visitors, who spend
money on hotels, meals and souvenirs, the cities are
trying to steer tourist crowds away from the most
popular attractions.

Even New York City has started a campaign to entice
tourists away from Central Park and the Statue of
Liberty. In addition, the Big Apple is also trying to
attract more tourists during off-peak periods in January
and February, with events like New York Restaurant
Week and Broadway Week.
Europe’s tourist hot spots are also looking for new ways
to manage “over-tourism,” where cities like Venice,
Dubrovnik and Barcelona are struggling to cope with
huge crowds arriving daily on cheap flights and cruise
ships. The tourism industry is very important to these
places, so they are experimenting with apps and
promotions to try to alleviate the overcrowding.
Dubrovnik is launching a smartphone app that lets
visitors know when the narrow alleys of the old town
are very busy and suggests alternative attractions
outside these congested areas. It also hopes to initiate
car-sharing schemes to tempt tourists to explore the
surrounding areas.

0 What is the best title for the text?
A Cities of the world
B Spanish tourists
C Tourist numbers 
D Cruises to Venice
1 Families living in Barcelona cannot find homes
because
A there is nowhere for them to rent.
B their flats and houses are used for holiday makers.
C the accommodation is given to visitors.
D homes rented or bought online are too expensive.
2 The visitors on cruise ships that enter Venice
A are in danger from anti-tourist demonstrators.
B criticised the restaurant owners.
C all go to the same restaurants.
D have too big an impact on the city.
3 The most popular tourist destinations
A	have strategies for managing large tourist
numbers.
B want fewer tourists to visit them.
C don’t make enough money from the visitors.
D are failing more often than they are succeeding.

4 Visitors to New York are encouraged to
A start with Central Park and the Statue of Liberty.
B visit the city at less popular times of the year.
C spend a week on Broadway.
D avoid temptation during Restaurant Week.
5 Some European cities are
A too hot for many tourists.
B feeling the impact of budget airlines.
C worried that cruise ships are too big.
D managing to limit visitor numbers.
6 New apps and promotions are the industry’s way of
A reducing the popularity of certain cities.
B	preventing cheap flights and cruise ships
from landing.
C	lessening the numbers of visitor crowded
in one place.
D promoting the cities’ most popular attractions.
7 The smartphone app aims to
A suggest other places for visitors to go.
B allow car drivers to access crowded sites.
C warn locals when tourist cause traffic congestion.
D help visitors share guided tours.
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Listening: Multiple-choice questions B1
6

[19]
Listen to the weather forecast. While listening, choose the correct answers (A, B, C or D)
for questions 1-7. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 The weather in the north today is
A warmer than yesterday.
B dry along the coast.
C wet and windy.
D not so chilly.
1 For people in the north, the temperature
will feel like
A 4 degrees centigrade.
B warmer than 4 degrees.
C minus 1 in the icy wind.
D less than minus 1 in the icy wind.
2 Tomorrow in the north
A it won’t be so windy.
B it will feel a little colder.
C the temperature will drop.
D it will become 8 degrees warmer.
3 What will happen overnight in the south?
A There will be calmer weather.
B It will rain a little.
C The weather will remain dry.
D The skies will stay clear.

4 Tomorrow in the south
A it will stop raining.
B it won’t stop raining.
C it will feel colder.
D it will become colder.
5 What can people in the north expect over
the weekend?
A Snow becoming sleet.
B Rain turning to sleet.
C Sleet becoming snow.
D Rain falling as ice.
6 What are the people of the north warned
to watch out for?
A Falling temperatures.
B Dramatic weather.
C A white Christmas.
D Dangerous road conditions.
7 Over Christmas in the south, it
A will definitely snow.
B might snow.
C won’t snow.
D will probably snow.
Test 1
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE

Listening: Short answer questions B1
7

[20]
Listen to Tom’s phone call with his mother. While listening, answer the questions (1-9)
using a maximum of 4 words or numbers. The first one (0) has been done for you.

Milk.

0 What is the first item on the list?
1 How many eggs does she want?
2 How much cheese?
3 What kind of yoghurt does she want?
4 What kind of potatoes does she want?
5 What other vegetables are on the list? (Give two answers.)
6 Why doesn’t she want beans from Africa?
7 What fruit does she want? (Give two answers.)
8 What does Tom want to add to the list?
9 What does the mother add to the list?

Listening: Short answer questions B2
8

Listen to three teenagers talking about sports they do. While listening, answer the questions (1-9)
using a maximum of 4 words. The first one (0) has been done for you.
[21]

HELENA
0 What is David’s favourite sport?
1 Where does he practise his sport in bad weather?
2 Why does he also go swimming?
3 How often does Helena swim during the week?
4 What job would Helena like to have?

RANIA

5 What did Helena’s role model Ellie Robinson win?
6 What sport does Rania do?
7 When does she have private lessons?
8 What would David like to do with his older brother?
9 Why does David admire his brother so much?

DAVID
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Listening: Multiple-choice questions B2
9

[22]
Listen to an interview with an airline pilot. While listening, choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D)
for questions 1-5. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 According to Mike, a successful pilot has to be
A interested in the environment.
B skilled at giving clues.
C good at making decisions
D well mannered.
1 Some people say that being a pilot
A is something you get used to.
B is the same as any other job.
C cannot be called glamorous.
D cannot be called a real job.
2 Mike explains that his job
A isn’t always interesting.
B allows him plenty of free time.
C could be described as glamorous.
D gives him a lot to complain about.
3 After the terrorist attacks of September 11 2001,
A ten pilots from Mike’s company chose to stop flying.
B his company dropped one of their aircraft.
C fewer people booked flights.
D Mike himself was given a more secure job.

4 In what ways was security made tighter?
A	Passengers were not allowed to look out of the
windows.
B	Anybody frightened of flying could go on the flight
deck.
C Airports increased their existing security measures.
D	Pilots could no longer explain anything
during the flight.
5 Mike told the interviewer that he used to
A enjoy going into the cabin to talk to passengers.
B lock the bullet proof doors during the flight.
C drink a lot of coffee with the cabin crew.
D	stop people coming on the flight deck unless
they were pilots.

Listening: Multiple-matching B2
10

Listen to the news. While listening, match the news items (1-4) with the headlines (A-G).
There are two headlines that you should not use. The first one (0) has been done for you.
[23]

A Passengers warned of disruption to trains
B Missing swimmer found alive
C Financial crisis talks in Downing Street
D More rented accommodation needed urgently
E Homeless people seek shelter in London
F Help floods in to earthquake victims in Nepal
G International aid workers shelter in trains
0 C

1

2

3

4
Test 1
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE

Reading: Multiple matching B1
1 Read the rules (1-6) and match them with the signs (A-H). There is one sign that you do not need.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

Sports Centre Rules

A

B

D

C

Swim
clockwise
F

E

48

G

H

0

ALWAYS SWIM ROUND THE POOL IN THE SAME DIRECTION

0 H

1

PLEASE DO NOT WEAR SHOES AROUND THE POOL

1

2

SHALLOW WATER: NO DIVING

2

3

SMOKING IS FORBIDDEN IN THE SPORTS CENTRE

3

4

YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO TAKE FOOD OR DRINKS INTO THE GYM

4

5

ACCESS FOR THOSE UNABLE TO USE THE STAIRS

5

6

CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 12 MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT

6

Test 2
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Reading: Short answer questions B1
2 Read the email, then answer the questions (1-9) using a maximum of 4 words.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

To: Year 10 English class
From: Susie Robinson
Subject: Surprise party for Mr Graves

Dear all,
As you know we are planning a surprise party for Mr Graves, who, after
three years teaching us English, has decided to leave the school at the end
of the term. Mr Graves has been one of our most popular teachers and
we’re going to miss him!
After several meetings and preparation, we’ve decided on a date:
Friday July 14. This is a recap of what everyone has agreed to so far:
Julia will bring sandwiches to the main hall after the last class at 4 pm.
Luke will get plates from the school canteen after lunch.
Luke’s band will provide the music, but they can’t come until 6.
I will be there by 5 with cold drinks: cola, fruit juice and ice tea.
We need paper cups – can anybody help there?
Mr Graves doesn’t know a thing, so please don’t breathe a word.
Hopefully we should be able to give Mr Graves a good send-off.
Thanks for your help, everyone, and remember to text our group chat
with any other offers of help.
Susie

0 Who will receive this email?

Year 10 English class.

1 What is it about?
2 Who is the event for?
3 Why is the event being held?
4 When will Julia bring her contribution?
5 Where will the plates come from?
6 When can the band get there?
7 Susie will bring fizzy drinks and what else? (Give two answers.)
8 What does she still need?
9 How should people make contact if there is anything else they can do?
Test 2
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE

Reading: Multiple matching B2
3 Read the questions about the Tower of London (1-5) and match them with the answers (A-H).
There are two extra answers that you should not use. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 At all times there must be six ravens at the Tower of London. What happens if these six birds leave?
1 Who was the last person to die in the Tower as a prisoner of war?
2 When did the Tower stop being a royal palace and what did it become?
3 Where is the Tower of London?
4 How many people visit the Tower of London every year?
5 Who built the White Tower and when was it built?
A

The Tower of London is one of England’s top tourist attractions, with over two million visitors
every year.

B

The Tower of London is located in the region of London called Tower Hamlets and it stands
on the north bank of the River Thames.

C

The White Tower was built as a royal palace in 1078 by William the Conqueror and this gives
the whole castle its name.

D

The Tower of London was once home to the Royal Zoo. Polar bears, an elephant, lions
and leopards have all lived there.

E

During World War II, they kept prisoners of war in the Tower. A German spy, Josef Jakobs,
was the last person to be killed in the Tower of London.

F

Legend says that if the birds ever leave the Tower, the United Kingdom will fall. 

G

In the 15th century, the Tower of London was no longer primarily a royal residence. Instead, it
became a place to keep important political prisoners.

H

The public art installation at the Tower in 2014 consisted of 888,246 ceramic red poppies to
commemorate those who died in WWI.

0

F
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Reading: Short answer questions B2
4 Read the poster, then answer the questions (1-8) using a maximum of 4 words.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

NIGHT RIDING
What does it take to become a night
rider? Read on!
We typically cycle between 30–35 miles
depending on terrain. Main roads are avoided
where possible: we keep off-road if we can.

Are you fit enough?
Can you cycle 25 miles without stopping at about
15 mph average? Then you’ll be able to keep up!

Do you need any special kit?
Lights required by law: white at the front and red at
the rear of the bike. Cheap lights are less good:
anything over 200 lumens is about right for a night
ride. A helmet is a must. No helmet? No ride!

When do we ride?
There are usually two rides per week. Wednesday’s
ride is a flatter route with a hilly ride on Fridays.
They start at 7:30 pm and are usually finished by
9:30 pm.
Special one-off night rides are sometimes
organised: fancy a 100-mile ride through the night
in January? A fancy dress ride at Halloween?
Watch this space!

Interested?
Post a question on the club Facebook page or the
website. If you’d rather just turn up, that’s cool too.
Come along and give it a try.

When do the night rides begin?
Officially after the clocks go back: don’t forget,
night riders do it in the dark!

0 What sort of club produces this poster?

A night riding/cycling club.

1 What should you do if you don’t know what it’s all about?
2 What kinds of roads do they prefer?
3 What rate of cycling is recommended as a fitness guide
over a distance of 25 miles?
4 What colours and strength should the lights have? (Give two answers.)
5 What happens if you don’t wear a helmet?
6 How long do the weekly rides usually take?
7 What extra event is happening in the autumn?
8 How can you get in touch with this club?
Test 2
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Reading: Multiple-choice questions B2
5 Read the text about New Zealand, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1-6.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

Come to New Zealand!

5

10

15

20

Land of the Long White Cloud

New Zealand lies in the South-West Pacific and has two main islands – North Island and South Island. Stewart
Island and other smaller islands lie offshore.
Although it is geographically similar in size to Great Britain or Japan, New Zealand has a relatively small population.
The United Kingdom is 242,500 km² while New Zealand is slightly bigger at 268,000 km2, but there are 65 million
people in the UK compared to 4.5 million in New Zealand. Milan alone has 3.1 million inhabitants, although the
city is only 181.8 km². So one of the most amazing characteristics of the country is how empty it is. More than
three-quarters of the population live in North Island, with one-third of the total population living in Auckland. The
other main cities of Wellington (the capital), Christchurch and Hamilton are where the majority of other New
Zealanders live.
The landscape is spectacular. No wonder it is a favourite destination for so many visitors who enjoy the open air.
January and February are the warmest months, and July is the coldest. North Island has subtropical weather, as
well as the biggest cities and famous attractions like the hot springs of Rotorua. The temperature decreases as
you travel south. However, it is South Island that is especially known as the place to go for excitement. Queenstown
is the so-called ‘adventure capital’, where the world’s first commercial bungee jump took place in 1988.
Walking, camping, fishing, paragliding, surfing and sailing are all popular outdoor activities. There’s great skiing
in the winter and mountain climbing, too. It is not surprising that New Zealand’s most loved hero is Sir Edmund
Hillary, who climbed Mount Everest, the world’s highest mountain, in 1953.
With a colourful history of Maori, European, Pacific Island and Asian cultures, New Zealand has become a
melting-pot population. About 69% of today’s New Zealanders (known as Kiwis) are of European origin. 14.6%
are indigenous Maori, 9.2% are Asian and 6.9% are non-Maori Pacific Islanders. Even today, Maori culture is a
central part of New Zealand’s national identity.

0 How many islands does New Zealand consist of?
A Two.
B Three.
C Two main ones and one smaller one.
D Two main ones and some smaller ones.
1 The city of Milan
A is hardly less populated than New Zealand.
B is compared with a city in the UK.
C	is similar in its geography to other cities
in North Island.
D has a surprisingly large population for a city.
2 The population of Auckland is
A 4.5 million people.
B 3.1 million people.
C 75 per cent of New Zealand’s total.
D one third of New Zealand’s total.
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3 The climate of New Zealand
A is the same on both islands.
B gets colder in South Island.
C is hot in Rotorua.
D feels subtropical all year round.
4 New Zealand’s North Island
A has the country’s adventure capital.
B is more popular than South Island.
C has the country’s largest cities.
D was home to the first bungee jump.
5 Which sporting activity is NOT mentioned in the text?
A Mountaineering.
C Skiing.
B Mountain biking.
D Surfing.
6 The largest percentage of New Zealanders are called
A Maori.
C Europeans.
B All Blacks.
D Kiwis.

2

INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Listening: Short answer questions B1
6

[24]
Listen to a young man talking about his sport. While listening, answer the questions (1-6)
using a maximum of 4 words. The first one (0) has been done for you.

He’s a university student.

0 What does this speaker do in Sheffield?
1 Why did he choose to live in Sheffield? (Give two answers.)
2 What sporting activity does the speaker talk about?
3 What form of transport does he use to get out of the city?
4 How long does it take him to get out of the city?
5 What does he say about the place he goes to? (Give one answer.)
6 Why does he think this a great place to come if you enjoy his sport?
(Give one answer.)

Listening: Multiple-choice questions B1
7

[25]
Listen to a conversation between two friends. While listening, choose the correct answer
(A, B, C or D) for questions 1-7. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 Who is Carlo?
A The boy’s Italian friend.
B The girl’s English friend.
C The speakers’ Italian friend.
D The girl’s Italian friend.
1 Why is Carlo coming to England?
A He wants to be a professional footballer.
B He’s on holiday with his parents.
C To improve his language skills.
D To spend time with the girl’s family.
2 How old is Carlo?
A Nine.
B Fifteen.
C Sixteen.
D Seventeen.
3 What do they learn at the summer school?
A How to teach little kids English.
B Mainly football skills.
C Basic English language skills.
D Both football and language skills.

4 How many hours tuition in each subject do the
students have?
A 30 hours.
B 60 hours.
C The boy doesn’t know.
D The speakers don’t know.
5 What is the principle of teaching English that they use
at the school?
A Daily practice of football skills.
B Learning the language in realistic situations.
C Sharing the classroom with real footballers.
D Changing professional roles every day.
6 Why do the teachers use a variety of authentic
situations?
A To attract professional footballers.
B Because they are also journalists.
C To keep the course interesting.
D To relate it to football management.
7 Why won’t Carlo study at the Manchester City School?
A His English isn’t good enough.
B He forgot to sign up for it.
C He supports the city’s other team.
D He disapproves of the principles of teaching.
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Listening: Short answer questions B2
8

[26]
Listen to six different people talking about music. While listening, answer the questions (1-8)
using a maximum of 4 words. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 Who bought the first speaker tickets to Don Giovanni?

Her cousins’ parents. / Her aunt and uncle.
1 What does the next young woman love about festivals?
(Give one answer.)
2 Why wouldn’t she go to Glastonbury again?
3 What instruments do Kelly’s parents play?
(Give two answers.)
4 What instrument does Kelly herself play – not very well?
5 What did the young man used to think about musicals?
6 What form of music does he still find boring?
7 How does the boy find out about new music?
(Give two answers.)
8 What kind of music does the last speaker love?

Listening: Multiple-choice questions B2
9

Listen to a conversation between Gail and Bryn, who overhear a phone call on a train. While listening,
choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1-6. The first one (0) has been done for you.
[27]

0 When the man gets on the train,
A he sits on Bryn’s bags.
B Bryn finds him a seat.
C he is talking on the phone.
D he moves Bryn’s bags.
1 Bryn and Gail can’t help listening to the man because
A the train is nearly full.
B he’s talking so loudly.
C they know who he’s talking to.
D they want to know who he’s talking to.
2 The man is talking loudly on his phone
A so Bryn wants him to move to the quiet coach.
B but Gail doesn’t want to move to the quiet coach.
C and other people are moving to the quiet coach.
D so someone asks him to move to the quiet coach.
3 When the man says “Do you think I’m made of money?”
Gail thinks he
A is talking to the ticket collector.
B could be talking to his bank manager.
C can’t be talking to his bank manager.
D might be a bank manager.
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4 Gail doesn’t think the man’s a secret agent
because
A he is ordering a stretch limo.
B he mentions the name Pat.
C she knows a lot about spies.
D his call is not at all secret.
5 Bryn thinks the man could be a teacher
because he
A mentions school.
B looks like a teacher.
C sounds like a teacher.
D he’s seen him at school.
6 What do Bryn and Gail know by the end
of the call?
A	The conversation will continue later.
B	The man’s talking to a 16-year-old girl
named Pat.
C That it’s clear what it was all about.
D The person he’s calling is his son or daughter.

2

INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Listening: Multiple matching B2
10

[28]
Listen to a radio discussion about Artificial Intelligence (AI). While listening, match the beginnings
of the sentences (1-8) with the sentence endings (A-K). There are two sentence endings that you should not
use. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 The radio journalist introduces his listeners
1 Annemarie says that robotics
2 Many complex jobs can be done
3 She maintains that driverless trains and cars
4 We all use many forms of AI already
5 It is perhaps worrying that we don’t know
6 Dangerous jobs once done by humans
7 Annemarie hopes and believes that
8 Artificial Intelligence could provide solutions

A are not something we should fear.
B but also has its disadvantages.
C have been used in car production for a long time.
D to environmental problems that humans cannot solve.
E the ways in which personal data is being used.
F to an expert in Artificial Intelligence.
G in our everyday lives.
H more efficiently by robots than by people.
I free human workers from dangerous jobs.
J can now be done by AI systems.
K future developments of AI will bring massive benefits.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

F
Test 2
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Reading: Multiple matching B1
1 Read the text about twinned cities. Choose the correct part (A-J) for each gap (1-7). There are two extra
parts that you should not use. The first one (0) has been done for you.

Twin city of the week: HEIDELBERG

5

10

15

56

The twinned cities of Cambridge and Heidelberg
have many similarities, 0 .......... . In last week’s post,
we featured the colleges of England’s ancient
university. Today we are looking at its German
twin.
Planned and built in the 13th century, Heidelberg
is considered 1 .......... in Germany. The
combination of its picturesque castle, the medieval
Old Town and the River Neckar surrounded by
hills inspired the poets and artists of romanticism.
But there’s 2 .......... .
Heidelberg is a city of science. It is home to its
country’s oldest university, founded in the 14th
century. Though very old too, Cambridge 3 ..........
to Oxford in this respect. Heidelberg also boasts
many 4 .......... and research-based companies.

Test 3

20

25

30

These include four Max Planks Institutes: for
Medicine, Comparative Law, Nuclear Physics and
Astronomy.
Heidelberg is an international city, with over 11
million visitors from all over the world every year –
5
.......... . The population, too, is international: an
estimated 45,000 of Heidelberg’s inhabitants have
an immigrant background – many of them are
scientists and students.
Heidelberg is a green city. The combination of
attractive countryside, temperate climate and urban
lifestyle makes Heidelberg very attractive 6 .......... .
What’s more, the city has received multiple awards
for its commitment to the environment.
Heidelberg was one of the few major German cities
7
.......... in the destruction of World War II.

A comes a close second

0 C

B to residents and visitors alike

1

C such as their long history

2

D with a large international population

3

E more to Heidelberg than romance

4

F

5

not to be badly damaged

G one of the most beautiful cities

6

H far more than Cambridge

7

I

nothing romantic about Cambridge

J

internationally renowned research institutes

3

INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Reading: Short answer questions B1
2 Read the text about teenage sleep, then answer the questions (1-7) using a maximum of 4 words.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

Tired teens!

The risks and remedies
A recent study has shown that if you don’t have enough sleep,
you are much more likely to have an accident, an injury or an
illness. Everyone knows that sleep brings many benefits. Enough
sleep is essential for good health and can help you cope with
teenage stress. As an adolescent, your sleep patterns change
to later times, which don’t always fit into family life. This is the
result of different hormones developing, and it means you have
late nights and then you oversleep. Most teenagers don’t
have enough sleep, or they have irregular sleep patterns.
To sleep better, don’t do anything exciting before bedtime,
like late-night texting or chatting online. It is better to do
some gentle yoga exercises or have a nice warm bath
before you turn out the lights. Try leaving your phone in
another room too. That way, you will be less tempted to
have a quick look to see who’s doing what out there.

0 Where does this information come from?

A recent study.

1 What can happen to you if you lack sleep?
2 In what ways is sleep important? (Give two answers.)
3 Why don’t teenagers’ sleep patterns fit in with their family’s?
4 What causes adolescents to sleep differently?
5 What should you not do before trying to sleep? (Give two answers.)
6 What are teenagers advised to do before bedtime? (Give one answer.)
7 Why might you want to look at your phone?
Test 3
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Reading: Short answer questions B2
3 Read the email, then answer the questions (1-8) using a maximum of 4 words. The first one (0) has been
done for you.

Hi Tom
I’m so pleased you’re coming to stay with us this summer! I think you’ll enjoy the language course, I’ve
heard only good things about it from other students who’ve stayed here.
And when you’ve done the course, you can practise your English on our whistle-stop tour of the UK!
I think I now have all the information I need to book it – can’t wait to show you around! I do need some
information for the coach company as they’ll be organising our tour. I just need to confirm some details
with you so that I can complete the booking form. Your full name is Tomas Bauer, right? And I’ve got
your home address - Archivstr. 23, 14195 Berlin, Germany – OK?
We have to say which cities we want to visit. We decided to miss out Cardiff and Belfast because we
haven’t got time to do everything. You’re OK with that, right? You said you really want to visit
Scotland, so we’ll go to both Edinburgh and Glasgow – you’ll see they are very different! And of course
you must see London. From there, Cambridge isn’t far
so I’ll tick those. I also think we should see York which
is very interesting and it’s on our route north.
I need to tell them that I’m a veggie, but I know you eat
everything – correct me if I’m wrong! By the way, the
total cost will cover all our meals but you need to get
your own travel insurance. Can I leave that with you?
I’ll let you know when it’s all booked!
Bye for now
Jenny

0 What does Jenny know about the language course?
1 What are Jenny and Tom doing together when his course finishes?
2 Who needs the information she’s asking for?
3 What personal details is Jenny checking? (Give two answers.)
4 Why are the friends not going to Wales or Ireland?
5 What city is close to London and therefore should be included
in their itinerary?
6 Why has Jenny included York? (Give two answers.)
7 What does Jenny assume about Tom’s diet?
8 What is the extra cost that Tom will have to deal with?
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Nothing bad. / It’s good. / Other students
enjoyed it.
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Reading: Multiple-choice questions B2

4 Read the article about the Bermuda Triangle, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1-7.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

The Bermuda Triangle

5

10

15

20

Why is the Bermuda Triangle famous? Because of the
controversial and mysterious disappearances of planes
and ships entering these waters. Some ships were
discovered completely abandoned; others transmitted no
distress signals and were never seen or heard from again.
The latest was a plane to Florida that suddenly disappeared.
The aircraft was flying for less than half an hour when it lost
communication with the ground. It literally disappeared
off the radar. This mystery has made more people believe
in the supernatural qualities of the area.
The three points of the Bermuda Triangle are Bermuda,
Florida and Puerto Rico. There have been reports of
bizarre incidents there for years, going back to the time
when Columbus sailed these waters. The myth began in
earnest in the twentieth century, with the famous Flight
19. Five bombers were training nearby in 1945 when
they mysteriously disappeared. A rescue plane was sent
to the area to try and find the bombers, but it too
disappeared. Six planes and 27 men were lost.
There have been many explanations and theories. Could
these incidents be because this is one of the two places
on earth where a magnetic compass points to true north,
and not magnetic north? Perhaps the sailors and pilots
were unable to navigate normally. Certainly, one serious

0 Some of the ships that sailed in the Bermuda Triangle
A were surrounded in mystery.
B had indicated they were in danger.
C were lost and never found.
D signalled controversial reports.
1 Increasing numbers of people believe
A that planes and ships without radar disappear.
B there is no rational explanation for the disappearances.
C in the power of the supernatural to find lost vessels.
D that the plane was on its way to Florida.
2 The stories surrounding this area
A date back to prehistoric times.
B have been reported in strange ways.
C were taken seriously in Columbus’ time.
D became more established in the 1900s.
3 The flight of bombers that was lost consisted of … planes.
A 5
B 6
C 19
D 27
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hypothesis is that pilots failed to account for the fact
that there is no need to compensate for magnetic
compass variation approaching the Bermuda Triangle.
This could undoubtedly result in major navigational
error and disaster.
Although theories of supernatural causes for these
disappearances abound, geophysical and environmental
factors are most likely responsible. For example, could
the cause of the disasters be the Gulf Stream? This is a
very strong fast current which could easily destroy any
evidence from crashed planes or sunken ships. Another
popular theory is that the missing vessels were
demolished by so-called “rogue waves,” which are
enormous waves that can be as much as 30.5 metres
high. These could in theory be powerful enough to
destroy any evidence. The Bermuda Triangle is located
in an area of the Atlantic Ocean where storms from
multiple directions come together, making these huge
waves more likely to occur.
Certainly, scientists do not believe the supernatural
explanations for all the mysterious disappearances that
happen in the Bermuda Triangle. But there still are many
unanswered questions, and the recent disappearance of
the flight to Florida leaves one more mystery to solve.

4 It may have been more difficult to navigate this region
A due to its special magnetic qualities.
B because ships’ compasses malfunctioned.
C if navigators could not locate true north.
D since the direction north was in doubt.
5 The Gulf Stream is an example of
A a supernatural theory.
B evidence of a disaster.
C an environmental influence.
D a disaster area.
6 “Rogue waves” occur
A in disaster hot spots.
B where storms converge.
C when the sea levels are high.
D if planes crash into the sea.
7 The loss of the flight to Florida is
A the last disaster to be questioned.
B a myth that scientists cannot prove.
C the only question left to answer.
D another unsolved mystery.
Test 3
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Reading: Multiple matching B2
5 Read the article about the history of jeans. Choose the correct part (A-K) for each gap (1-8).
The first one (0) has been done for you.

Jean-i-us!

5

10

15
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Everyone wears jeans, don’t they? They’re
hardwearing, they’re sexy and they come in
many different styles. We all have our favourite
pair of jeans. But what do we know about the
origin of denim jeans or how they are made?
0
............. .
The word “denim” originally came from the
name of a strong material. The material
manufacturers in Nîmes, France, were trying
to reproduce the cotton that was famously
made in the city of Genoa, in Italy, but they did
not succeed. This 1 ............. , after the French
town.
However, they did succeed in developing
another material that became known as denim,
with a special way of weaving blue and white
threads. This resulted in 2 ............. . The indigo
dye that they used to colour denim was an
organic dye with a characteristic blue colour. It
had been used in India for centuries, and that is
actually where the dye gets its name from.

30

35

40

A was a man named Levi Strauss

0 D

B he wrote to Levi Strauss

1

C among other things

2

D Here are a few facts.

3

E state-of-the-art technology at that time

4

F

5

he met a tailor from Reno, Nevada

G and together with his new business partner

6

H material was called “serge de Nîmes”

7

I

by putting copper rivets in the places

8

J

a material which was blue on one side and white on the other

K would not tear at the pockets

60
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This cotton became popular with clothing
manufacturers, one of whom 3 ............. . Levi
Strauss left his native Germany in 1851 to open
a store in New York. There he sold, 4 .............,
the denim material from France. In 1853 he
heard about the Gold Rush in the West of
America so he moved to San Francisco to
establish another branch of the family business.
There 5 ............., called Jacob W. Davis. The
tailor had his own business making tents, horse
blankets and wagon covers.
One of Davis’ customers, a gold miner, ordered
a pair of very strong work trousers that
6
............. . Davis produced them from denim
that he bought from Levi Strauss & Co. He
made them stronger 7 ............. trousers rip the
most: pockets and flies. When he wanted to
patent his jeans with copper rivets, 8 .............
and they became partners. They opened a
bigger factory, and that is how Levi jeans were
born.
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Listening: Multiple-choice questions B1
6

[29]
Listen to Jerry’s three voice mails. While listening, choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D)
for questions 1-7. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 Why can’t Jerry take his calls right
now?
A He’s not at home.
B He’s doing a presentation.
C His coach is talking to him.
D We don’t know.
1 Why is Sarah calling?
A To apologise about something.
B To sympathize with Jerry.
C To complain about something.
D To remind Jerry to do something.
2 What did Sarah say about the pair
work presentation?
A She got a bad mark.
B Her partner made a mess of it.
C She had to do it alone.
D The result was her own fault.
3 What does Jerry’s coach want?
A To say he’s dropped Jerry from
the team.
B To tell Jerry to run with Billy in
the 400 metres.
C To ask Jerry to replace Billy
in a race.
D To suggest that Jerry write a
short notice about the race.
4 The race is due to begin
A this Saturday morning.
B this Saturday afternoon.
C next Saturday morning.
D next Saturday afternoon.

5 Why does the optician call?
A She needs Jerry to make an
appointment.
B She wants Jerry to give her
a quick call back.
C She is returning his call from
earlier.
D She is informing him about his
contact lenses.
6 In order to get his lenses, Jerry has to
A go to the opticians.
B make an appointment.
C call Shalini Watkinson.
D do nothing.
7 Which of Jerry’s callers does he have
to call back?
A Sarah.
B The coach.
C Superspecs.
D None of them.
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Listening: Multiple-choice questions B1
7

[30]
Listen to five short recordings. While listening, read the question with each set of pictures
and match the recordings (1-4) with the pictures (A-D). The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 What time will the man leave work today?

A

B

C

D ✓

C

D

C

D

C

D

C

D

1 Which is the woman’s garden?

A

B

2 How do Lucy and Yasemin get to school?

A

B

3 What did the boy break in his accident?

A

B

4 Where did the woman find her husband’s glasses?

A

62
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Listening: Multiple-choice questions B2
8

[31]
Listen to the conversation Penny’s parents are having about Penny. While listening, choose the
correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1-6. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 What does Penny’s father say about her?
A She’s probably sick.
B She hasn’t had her breakfast.

C It’s time for her lunch.
D She shouldn’t be asleep.

1 What does Penny’s mother say about her?
A She’s got an important deadline.
B It’s worse for Penny than for other kids.

C She needs her sleep at the weekend.
D She’s working on a project online.

4 Where is Penny during this conversation?
A At school doing a project.
B In town doing the shopping.

C In the kitchen making lunch.
D Upstairs in her room sleeping.

5 Which statement is true of Penny’s parents?
A They both work part time.
B Only one of them works full time.

C They agree that Penny doesn’t work enough.
D  One of them thinks Penny doesn’t help

enough.

2 Penny’s father thinks Penny
A should do some of the heavy work.
B needs to get a holiday job.

C helps a lot around the house.
D doesn’t work enough.

6 What is the main topic of the speakers’ conversation?
A Homework.
B Weekend work.

C Housework.
D Part time work.

3 Penny’s mother
A cooks, cleans and does the laundry.
B shops, cleans and tidies Penny’s room.

C doesn’t cook but does everything else.
D cooks when her husband shops.

Test 3
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Listening: Multiple matching B2
9

[32]
Listen to an interview about an underground river. Match the beginnings of the sentences (1-8)
with the sentence endings (A-K). There are two sentence endings that you should not use. The first one (0)
has been done for you.

0 The Speedwell Cavern is a disused lead mine

F

1 It is now used to take
2 The miners had no dynamite
3 They filled the tunnel with water
4 Because of the poor working conditions,

B so they had to use gunpowder explosions to
make the tunnel.
C to avoid hitting their heads on the low ceiling.
D as many accidents were recorded.

5 Records do not show

E passing each other in the miners’ old safety
hole.

6 Tourists have to wear helmets

F

7 A lot of the tourists get worried

G when they get into the boat.

8 Two boats run simultaneously

H because access was easier by boat than on foot.

Listening:
Short answer questions B2
10

A the miners could not expect to live very long.

which was started in 1774.

I

but they didn’t give up easily.

J

tourists to visit an underground cave.

K how many accidents there were.

[33]
Listen to an interview with a Scottish beekeeper. While listening, answer the questions (1-9)
using a maximum of 4 words. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 What does pollination by bees allow plants to do?
1 What systems rely on the work of bees?
2 Why does the production of milk, cheese, cream, etc. depend on bees?
3 What happens if a bee colony gets “Colony Collapse Disorder”?
4 Why is moving bees from farm to farm a bad idea?
5 What other farming methods have a detrimental effect on bees? (Give two answers.)
6 What other environmental issue is a danger to bees?
7 What is Varroa destructor?
8 Why are the bees on the islands of Colonsay and Oronsay given special protected status?
9 What did this beekeeper do to ensure that the islands’ bees stayed safe from
the Varroa parasite?
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INVALSI TEST PRACTICE
Reading: Multiple-choice questions B1
1 Read the magazine article about revising for exams, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D)
for questions 1-7. The first one (0) has been done for you.

Like many students, you may find exams
stressful, so what can you do to get through
them? You could pretend the exams are not
happening and hope they’ll go away. Or you
could read my six tips and survive them!

5

OK so, top tip number one: start early. I know it’s
warm and comfortable in your bed but the earlier
you start, the earlier you can finish. Plus you’re
fresher in the morning, once you wake up, that is.
And tip number two comes straight after that:
have a good breakfast. It’s the most important
meal of the day. Eat fruit and some slow-release
energy grains, something to sustain you so you
don’t keep snacking.

10

Now tip number three may come as a bit of a
shock but it is – put your phone away. That’s
right, turn it off and put it away. Put it in another
room or lock it in a cupboard. You can manage
without it for a couple of hours and this brings
me to the next tip.

15

20

You need to take breaks, so stop every now
and again to get some exercise and fresh air.
Tip number four: go outdoors! And when you
come back to your revision, you can see what
you remember.

25

Which brings me to tip number five: test yourself.
Treat yourself to a break, then test yourself on
what you were studying before you went out.
That way, you’ll know what’s gone in and what
hasn’t. You might surprise yourself!

30

And when you’ve done that – here’s my last tip
and it’s a good one: teach someone else what
you’ve learnt. Grab a parent, a kid sister, a mate,
whoever … and explain to them what you’ve
been revising. Teaching something to someone
is a very good way of fixing it in your brain.
So good luck with the exams and when they’re
over, enjoy your summer!

35

0 According to the writer, if you follow these revision
tips, you will
A pass your exams.
B feel less stressed about exams.
C get through the exams.
D manage to ignore the exams.
1 If you begin revising early,
A you can finish sooner.
B getting up is easier.
C you’ll get more fresh air.
D you won’t need to do it again.
2 A sensible breakfast
A consists of healthy snacks.
B will keep you going.
C helps you revise slowly.
D is more important than fruit.
3 What is the writer’s advice about phones?
A Get someone to take them away.
B Turn them to silent.
C Put them out of sight.
D Manage the calls.
4 When you take a break,
A check what you’ve forgotten.
B take your books outside.
C do some revision exercises.
D stop working and return refreshed.
5 A good way to test what you know is to
A go for a run outside.
B surprise yourself with a treat.
C review what you learnt earlier.
D retain as much information as you can.
6 You will remember more of what you’ve learnt if you
A call a friend or relative.
B give someone else a tip.
C ask your parents or siblings for help.
D can pass your knowledge on.
7 When the exams are over, you are advised to
A get lucky.
B follow all the tips.
C enjoy them.
D have a good holiday.
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Reading: Short answer questions B1
2 Read two articles from a tennis magazine, then answer the questions (1-8) using a maximum of 4 words.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

Wimbledon

Applications for ball boys and girls
15

News
20

Junior Wimbledon Doubles Finals
These famous grass courts in fashionable
south west London are every young tennis
player’s dream. It was here that the Junior
Mixed Doubles Finals took place at the
5 weekend. Brother and sister team Ned and
Ella Cramer were the first British junior players
to reach the final and the crowd was with
them. They lost the first set 6-0 but came back
to win the second set 6-3. Sadly, their Spanish
10 opponents Carlos Amores and Lydia Sanchez
were on stronger form on the day. The third
very exciting set was won by the Spanish pair
7-9 after a total of 4 and a half hours play.

25

30

35

Ball boys and girls are selected from Year 9 and Year
10 students in various local schools. Around 700
tennis fans with an average age of 15 apply each
year. Of these 250 are chosen for this all-important
role in the annual Wimbledon championships.
What do applicants have to do? There is a written
test, followed by a skills test – showing coordination
and throwing ability. In addition, potential ball
boys and girls have to pass a standing-still test
(seriously) to find young people who can stand like
statues in all weathers without moving a muscle.
Fortnightly training sessions begin in February and
become more frequent as the tournament
approaches. As well as general fitness training, the
practice of “feeding” is taught: this is when the ball
is thrown smoothly to the players when they need
them. Ball-rolling, which involves sending the ball
from one ball boy or girl to another without either
moving, is another essential skill. Finally, however
exciting the match becomes, ball boys and girls are
not allowed to show any emotion – and that can be
very tricky!
If you think this might be a job for you, read on …

0 Who won the Junior Mixed Doubles Finals?
1 Where did the match take place?
2 What was special about Ned and Ella? (Give two answers.)
3 How many sets were played?
4 What was the duration of the match?
5 How many applicants for the job of ball boy or girl will be disappointed?
6 What is the unusual skill that successful applicants have to show
an aptitude for?
7 How often do training sessions happen in February?
8 What must a recipient of a rolling ball not do?
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Reading: Multiple matching B2

3 Read the reviews of The Kite Runner. Choose the correct part (A-M) for each gap (1-10). There are two extra
parts that you should not use. The first one (0) has been done for you.

The Kite Runner
The Kite Runner is a bestselling novel by the
Afghani writer Khaled Husseini. It is 0 .......... I’ve
ever read, for several reasons. From it, I learnt a
lot about 1 .......... during the war there and during
the era of the Taliban. The story is about two very
different boys growing up as friends in Kabul. It’s
2
.......... because Amir is rich and from a powerful
Sunni Muslim family, while his friend Hassan is
his servant, a Shi’a Muslim 3 .......... . Reading
about their relationship explained 4 .......... but in a
very readable way.
Adam, Norwich

My friends and I just downloaded
the movie version of The Kite
Runner, which all of us had already
read. It starts when the main
character, Amir, is an adult living
here in the US, years 5 ..........
Afghanistan. The story is told in a
series of flashbacks to 6 .......... .
There were some beautiful scenes
of kite flying which 7 .......... than the
same scenes in the book. What I
found much harder though was the
scene where Amir’s best friend
8
.......... by a gang of thugs. I couldn’t
watch.
Kylie, New Jersey

15

20

25

5

10

Khaled Husseini’s The Kite Runner was on our
reading list at school but for some reason I
never read it. I have seen the film, though, and
then I got a ticket to see a stage version that
had been made. What a disappointment! In the
film, you see a grown-up Amir recalling 9 ..........,
and how he used to play with his friend Hassan
until something happened to ruin their friendship.
(I won’t say what it was: spoiler alert!) On stage,
the same adult actors played 10 ..........
characters, switching from one to the other. In
my view, there is nothing more ridiculous than
seeing a grown man jumping around pretending
to be a plane and making silly noises – it simply
did not work for me!
Petra, Utrecht

30

35

40

A after escaping from war-torn

H an unusual friendship

0 F

6

B both the adult and the boy

I

impressed me more

1

7

C from an ethnic minority

J

what happened in Afghanistan

2

8

D when Amir was a boy in Kabul

K is helped to escape from

3

9

E his youth in Afghanistan

L

4

10

F

M Hassan gets assaulted

one of the most interesting books

a lot about the conflicts

5

G later in a new country
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Reading: Multiple-choice questions B2
4 Read the article about the history of communication, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for
questions 1-7. The first one (0) has been done for you.

A
5

10

15

20

A communication revolution!

s early as 105 CE, the Chinese invented paper,
but this remained unknown in the west for
hundreds of years. So when did mass
communication really start in the western world?
In the middle of the fifteenth century, Johannes
Gutenberg started the Printing Revolution by
inventing the printing press, which was an innovative
process of mass-producing movable type. This meant
that manuscripts and documents, which had previously
been written and copied out by hand, could be
reproduced on a machine.
The sheer number of books and pamphlets that now
became available changed the nature of reading in
society and the nature of society itself. The majority of
the first printed books were religious, with their
content governed by the church, but soon new ideas
began to be circulated.
The first English-language newspaper in England was
the Oxford Gazette in 1665, followed shortly in 1690 by
various journals and newsletters in the United States.
The 1830s saw the rise of the Penny Press. These were
cheap, tabloid-style newspapers mass-produced in the

0 The invention of paper
A began in the western world.
B was unknown in the east.
C spread west after centuries.
D was not known after 105 CE.
1 Gutenberg’s printing press
A started a revolution in the masses.
B was invented in the mid-1500s.
C could be moved for the first time.
D involved a new way of reproducing documents.
2 The process meant that
A copying was no longer done.
B printing could be mechanised.
C the same documents could be handwritten.
D word of the invention spread fast.
3 The quantity of printed documents
A made a difference to many people.
B meant that more pamphlets were distributed.
C altered more than just society’s reading habits.
D allowed more people to read about nature.
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United States. This also represented a shift in the
release of information: it suddenly became acceptable
to print content that was sensational and full of gossip,
rather than just serious news stories. The newspaper
industry became aware of the different tastes of the
lower and upper classes.
In 1844, Samuel Morse used electromagnetism for a
form of fast long-distance communication and that
year he patented the telegraph. In 1877, Thomas
Edison invented the “talking machine”. His work with
the telegraph and telephone led him to invent the
phonograph. Edison went on to develop the movie
camera in 1888 and communications technology
started to move fast from that point.
That same year, wireless sound waves were transmitted,
and in 1901 Guglielmo Marconi, an Italian inventor
and electrical engineer, sent and received the first radio
signal across the Atlantic. His company’s Marconi
radios became standard issue for ocean liners and
saved hundreds of lives, including all of the surviving
passengers from the sinking Titanic. In 1909 he shared
the Nobel Prize in Physics for his radio work.

25

30

35

40

4 Early books were mainly about
A religion.
C reforms.
B government.
D ideas.
5 The name Penny Press refers to
A printing cheap newspapers by hand.
B the results of cheaper printing methods.
C a shift from hand to mechanical printing.
D an increase by a penny of the cost of newspapers.
6 The newspaper industry
A got a taste for controversial stories.
B accepted that gossip was not serious.
C were happy to print stories for all classes.
D realised different readers required different stories.
7 Choose the correct chronological order:
A electromagnetism, patents, phonograph, telephone
B talking machine, telegraph, phonograph, moving
pictures
C telegraph, telephone, phonograph, movie camera
D patented inventions, phonograph, film development,
moving pictures

4
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Reading: Short answer questions B2
5 Read the article about Yellowstone National Park, then answer the questions
(1-9) using a maximum of 4 words. The first one (0) has been done for you.

The wolves of Yellowstone
National Park
Environmental scientists often have bad news about
plants or animals struggling to survive, but sometimes
the opposite happens. Those concerned about
environmental issues will be heartened to read this
5 ecological success story.
One of the most exciting scientific findings of the last
50 years has been a cascade of change in the food
chain. Not many people know that whole ecosystems
can depend on a single species. Yellowstone National
10 Park in the US is a good example.
There had been no wolves there for nearly a century.
They had been seen as a danger to human life and to
livestock, so they had been systematically exterminated
from the Yellowstone area in the 1920s. Without them,
15 the deer – also called ‘elk’ – had increased in number.
Soon they had eaten so much of the vegetation that
there was almost nothing left. They had upset the
natural eco-balance of the region.
Then, in 1995, wolves were brought back to the park.
20 The return of the wolves changed the behaviour of the
elk. How did this happen? To stay safe from the new
predators, the elk moved in smaller groups. They also

stopped going to places where they could be trapped
by the wolves, like the deep valleys. Those places started
25 to regenerate, to have new life. As a result, conditions
were better for the birds that then started moving back
too, in large numbers. More flowers grew, so there was
more for pollinators such as bees and humming birds to
feed on.
30 The wolves hunted and killed coyotes too, so the

numbers of rabbits and mice then began to increase,
which helped feed other animals too. Now there were
more hunting birds like hawks, more foxes and more
weasels, and more badgers. Grizzly bears and brown
35 bears came back to the Park, because when the trees grew
back, they could feed on the berries.
But the most interesting thing happened at the edges
of the rivers. Because of the trees, less earth was washed
away and the rivers became narrower again. Without the
40 wolves, the elk spent a lot more time on the river banks,
damaging them and eroding the edges. These river
banks became much more dangerous places for the elk
to linger, as they could easily be seen there by the
wolves. River life regenerated too, so the return of the
45 wolves changed not only the ecosystem of Yellowstone
Park, but also its physical geography.

0 Why will this story please environmentalists?

An ecological success story.

1 The impact of what change is exemplified in America’s Yellowstone Park?
2 What happened to the wolves around 100 years ago?
3 What effect did the resulting large numbers of elk have on the area?
4 How did the re-introduction of the wolves affect the elk population? (Give one answer.)
5 What happened to those areas that the elks no longer frequented?
6 What important species came back as a result of more trees and flowers?
(Give two answers.)
7 In what way did the wolves’ hunting of coyotes help the food chain?
8 What had vast numbers of elks done to the river banks?
9 How was the physical geography of Yellowstone Park changed with
the reappearance of the wolves?
Test 4
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Listening: Multiple-choice questions B1
6

[34]
Listen to a couple talking about their likes and dislikes. While listening, choose the correct answer
(A, B, C or D) for questions 1-5. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 What does the start of the conversation tell us?
A Sara is always complaining about the
weather.
B Both speakers will feel better in the spring. 
C Bill hates the month of November.
D Sara hates it when Bill is depressed.
1 Bill remarks on
A the length of the days.
B today’s date.
C the summer solstice.
D the shortening nights.
2 How do the speakers feel about doing their
shopping for Christmas early?
A Bill doesn’t mind it.
B Sara loves doing it.
C They feel differently about it.
D They decide not to discuss it.
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3 What does Bill suggest they do on Saturday?
A Go on a difficult climb.
B Discuss a serious walking holiday.
C An alternative to Christmas shopping.
D A fitness class for Sara.
4 Bill’s idea for next summer
A involves walking in Britain.
B depends on the weather.
C will take a long time.
D is acceptable to Sara.
5 Their final choice of holiday destination
A has amazing views.
B is much too hot for them both.
C is unsuitable for long lunches.
D is quiet in the middle of the day.

4
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Listening:
Multiple matching B1
7

[35]
Listen to a discussion about a special
day for raising money for charity. While
listening, match the beginnings of the sentences
(1-7) with the sentence endings (A-J). There are
two sentence endings that you should not use.
The first one (0) has been done for you.

A came up with the best idea.
B on the front of their car.
0 The boy’s school does

E

C not to talk for a whole day.

1 His parents put a plastic red nose

D exactly how the money is spent.

2 Last year, the girl’s school raised

E all sorts of things for Red Nose Day.

3 Neither of the speakers knows

F

4 One successful money raising idea is

G paying not to wear the school uniform.

5 A few of the boy’s teachers

H a record amount of money for charity.

6 According to the girl, a boy called Jake

I

for being very talkative.

7 Jake had a reputation

J

came to school wearing school uniform.

to poor children who need it.

Listening: Short answer questions B2
8

Listen to Laurie talking about juggling. While listening, answer the questions (1-7) using a maximum
of 4 words. The first one (0) has been done for you.
[36]

0 How many balls does Laurie recommend that beginner jugglers should start with?

One ball.

1 What is the tricky part when you’re juggling with two balls?
2 What do people learning to juggle normally ask Laurie?
3 Most people say they are too uncoordinated to juggle. What is Laurie’s opinion?
4 How many balls can Laurie juggle?
5 What trend has Laurie observed at recent juggling conventions?
6 Why is juggling clubs or batons different from juggling balls?
7 What must jugglers try to do when using fire torches?
Test 4
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Listening: Multiple-choice questions B2
9

[37]
Listen to a talk about plastic pollution. While listening, choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D)
for questions 1-7. The first one (0) has been done for you.

0 According to the speaker, what is the “new
climate change”?
A A problem for activists.
B Plastic pollution of the sea.
C Not new at all.
D A mistake made by governments.
1 What is the first problem with plastic that is
mentioned in the talk?
A Plastic bottles don’t break.
B The pieces aren’t small enough.
C It does not biodegrade.
D The solution is too obvious to ignore.
2 What happens to a third of all plastic?
A It is made into bottles.
B Is not thrown away.
C It breaks down.
D It gets used only once.
3 Why is plastic a danger to wildlife?
A They think it is food.
B Fish cannot eat it.
C It poisons human blood.
D They cannot see the tiny pieces.
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4 Plastic rubbish outweighs zooplankton
by what ratio?
A 63-to-1
B 1-to-63
C 36-to-1
D 1-to-36
5 Although Henderson Island is a remote
South Pacific atoll, it is still
A nearly 100% more polluted than its
neighbours.
B one of the most polluted places on earth.
C a place where marine biologists choose
to live.
D where neighbouring islands dump their
plastic rubbish.
6 Most of the plastic rubbish was
A only the researchers’ estimate.
B centimetres thick.
C unbelievably new.
D buried in the sand.
7 The speaker thinks everyone is responsible for
the pollution on Henderson Island because
A they underestimate its unusual
biodiversity.
B much of the world’s plastic is recycled.
C people for other countries blame
each other.
D they found rubbish from all over the world.

4
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Listening: Multiple matching B2
10

[38]
Listen to an interview about guerrilla gardening. While listening, match
the beginnings of the sentences (1-8) with the sentence endings (A-K). There are two
sentence endings that you should not use. The first one (0) has been done for you.

F

0 Radical or guerrilla gardeners aim to
1 Seed bombing is not as
2 Making so-called dead land look more attractive
3 The American man interviewed
4 He says that where he comes from
5 When asked, the woman interviewed admits
6 The most important rule she has for guerrilla gardeners
7 She draws designs for gadgets
8 In her view, radical gardeners

A can be done anywhere.
B that what she does is against the law.
C should fight authorities that object to their work.
D you have to drive to the shops to get fruit.
E a fashion designer from Los Angeles.
F

secretly make urban spaces greener.

G can now enjoy watching butterflies.
H is not to get caught.
I

aggressive as it sounds.

J

which are like something out of a Bond film.

K doesn’t like to be called an activist.
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TEST 1

STOP AND CHECK
READING

TASK 1

1 This clearly forbids feeding wildlife, which you know from the words and the image on the sign. You may not know the word penalty but the sum of
$100 will tell you what you will have to pay if you do feed the wildlife.
2 The word violators may also be unknown but the words please report indicate how the reader should act if they see someone doing what is forbidden.
3 You do not need to know the word fouling to understand this sign, the image is quite clear. The answer is at the top of the sign: you must clean
up after your dog.
4 You need to read the small print to see that, although penalties or fine of £40 to £60 are applicable, the maximum fine is up to £500.
5 The answer to the question why is in both parts of the sign: the CCTV protects the premises, prevents crime and keeps the public safe.
6 To answer this question, you need to know that unauthorized access, theft and vandalism are all types of crime and that the result will be prosecution.
7 The roadside sign has the words serious collision so even if you don’t know the word collision, you can guess that this was a major incident on the road.
8 The police want a witness, that is, anyone who saw what happened, and the sign gives any witnesses a number to call.

TASK 2
1 Although bubbles, puppets and children are all mentioned, the question is about the theme of the music, which is water.
2 The words other forms of entertainment rule out option D, because music is the topic of the previous question. B is also not correct, as relaxation
techniques are not entertainment. Option A is wrong because there is no mention of puppets that sing, which leaves C.
3 Concert times vary but they are all of the same length, that is, 55 minutes, so option D is right.
4 Here you have to read the question carefully, as it’s asking something different about time. The words doors open at 10:00 am tell you that is
when you can enter, and as the first concert begins at 10:15, you can work out that option C (15 minutes) is correct.
5 Watch out for negatives like this in the questions: here you are asked what you don’t have to do. Options A and B are wrong because you are
required to leave buggies in the main bar, and you are required to pay for post-concert drinks the bar will be selling etc. You are asked not to
leave things behind the bar so option D is also wrong. C is correct because the brochure says No need to print your ticket.
6 For this question, you need to read the small print of the brochure to find the answer: give us a call in the office if you’d like to bring more children
with you. Don’t be tricked into choosing option D: call in the office would mean come into the office, not give us a call in the office.
7 This is perhaps the trickiest, because you need to understand siblings of different ages, but you will understand that it’s about how old the
children are, so choose option B different sessions.

TASK 3
1 The words holiday and home alone are in the first paragraph of the text, but staying with her elderly aunt and uncle will tell you that option D, at
the home of some relatives, is correct.
2 The phrase to avoid anybody offering to accompany her is the key here: she didn’t want anybody to go with her so option B is correct.
3 Option C is correct because we read that she could perhaps get a coffee. There is mention of a gift shop, but not that Susan wants to buy a gift, so
option D is not right. She found the countryside boring not the sign, so option A is wrong, and there is nothing to suggest she thought the sign was
strange, as curious here simply means interested to find out.
4 The house seemed more like a castle, which tells us it was grand, that is, option B. The car park not the house was empty, so A is wrong, and so
is C because it was not very attractive. D is wrong too: the house came into view which is not the same as had a good view.
5 The woman made no noise at all, which matches option A move silently. Her clothes were old-fashioned, not fashionable and it was her smile
that was thin, so options B and C are both wrong. D is also incorrect: it was Susan who was nervous and nobody was laughing.
6 It was the man who apologized to Susan, so option A is wrong. He made no offer to show her around, and had not seen the woman (there’s
nobody here), so C and D are wrong too. We know he did not expect to see Susan from the words was surprised to see, so option B is correct.
7 Option B is correct: I’m the cleaner. He gave her no information about why the house wasn’t open, who the woman was or when visitors came,
so the other options are all wrong.

TASK 4
1 The words of life after gap 1 are the clue to the correct answer C, with the word experience giving you the phrase experience of life. The clause
before the gap seemed about to judge a person’s character fits in with having experience of life too.
2 This has to be something about the man, Mellor, and the words found him on that first snowy night suggest that he had been kind to the boy. H is
therefore the correct answer: was basically good-hearted.
3 The story goes on to negate Mellor’s kindness a little, saying that he had taken a reward for returning Robert to the workhouse and, it would
seem, with no regrets. That is why J without looking back is the phrase needed here.
4 Even so, we learn that since the day Mellor had revived Robert, there had been some kind of positive understanding between them: that
something was A an unspoken friendship.
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1

5 We read that Robert was strong and not afraid, so we should look for a word that goes with afraid, that is, of. So E is correct here: not afraid of
being punished himself.
6 Here we need to find something which fits with the preposition into the other workshops. Look for a verb of movement: walk, run, go … and find
the word wander. Apprentices had to live with many rules so M, not allowed to wander, fits the sense as well as the grammar.
7 Robert came to the point, meaning he spoke directly. The word and tells you there is additional information, and you find it in L was very brief.
8 This gap is followed by the word too, so we know it refers back to the previous statement, that Robert spoke briefly. This gives us B, a man of few words.
9 Mellor repeats his warning, but then softens it with some friendlier words: here phrase D he added more kindly fits.
10 For this final gap, you need to read the whole of the last paragraph to understand that Robert wants to tell people what happened to the girl
Mary. You are looking for a phrase to precede what they did to her and K want the world to know fits there.
Phrase F and G do not fit anywhere, but they are not unlikely in the context of the story so be careful not to include them.

TASK 5
1 The question is about families living in Barcelona, so the words few affordable homes for local families to rent or buy make option C the correct
one. A is wrong as we don’t know that there is nowhere for them to rent: it might be that there is available accommodation that they cannot
afford. The question refers to families who cannot find homes, so the words their flats and houses make option B wrong, and D is wrong too
because we are not told that online accommodation is too expensive, only that there are online vacation sites.
2 A is wrong because it is not the visitors to Venice but Venice itself that is endangered. The visitors did not criticise the restaurant owners, but were
criticised by them so B is incorrect. We are not told that they all go to the same restaurant, only that they all arrive at the same time, so we can
discount option C. That leaves D as the correct answer: the impact on Venice of the cruise ship visitors is too big.
3 B and C are wrong because popular cities do want visitors and they do make money from them. There is nothing in the text to suggest that they
are failing, so D is not correct but from the words the cities are trying to steer tourist crowds away from the most popular attractions tell us that
they do have ways of dealing with the problem, that is, strategies for managing them, and therefore option A is correct.
4 While all the options are echoed in the paragraph about New York, only B is correct, as trying to attract more tourists during off-peak periods
matches at less popular times.
5 Option A is wrong: tourist hot spots does not refer to climate. C is wrong because the size of the cruise ships is not an issue here, rather the number
of people on them, and D is incorrect because although they are trying to manage tourist numbers, these cities are not managing to limit them.
Option B however is correct: budget airlines matches cheap flights, and we read that the cities are struggling to cope with the resultant large
numbers of tourists.
6 Options A and B are incorrect: the tourist industry does not want to make their cities less popular or to prevent planes or ships arriving. Neither
do they want to promote the most popular attractions as in option D. On the contrary they wish to stop everyone going to the same place, so
option C is the one to choose.
7 Option A is correct, as we read that the app suggests alternative attractions. B is wrong because the app gives drivers information about, not
permission to drive into crowded places, and C is wrong because it is an app for visitors not for local people. The last paragraph mentions
sharing cars, not sharing guided tours, so option D can be discounted too.

TEST 1

LISTENING

TASK 6
1 The question is what the temperature will feel like, and C is correct because the forecaster says feel more like minus 1. She doesn’t say less than,
so D is wrong, and 4 degrees is the actual temperature not how cold it will feel, so A and B are not correct either.
2 The important words in the recording are tomorrow will be calmer, less wind and the projected temperature, that is, 8 degrees. It will therefore not
be colder, so options B and C are wrong, and neither will it be 8 degrees warmer as in D, so the correct option is A: it won’t be so windy.
3 This question is about the weather in the south overnight, where some rain is forecast, so C and D are wrong. As thunderstorms are likely, option
A calmer weather is not correct either. Option B it will rain a little is the one to choose.
4 The forecaster’s words rain will persist mean that option B it won’t stop raining is the correct answer. She says it will feel warmer so options C and
D predicting colder weather are both wrong.
5 Here you have to listen for a forecast for the north and over the weekend. The forecaster says up in the north … by Saturday evening there will be
sleet turning to snow, so the correct answer is C.
6 The key word in the question is warned: D is the correct option because we hear a warning Watch out for those icy roads!
7 The last question refers once again to people in the south of the country, who will have no white Christmas … no snow. Therefore options A, B
and D, which offer a possibility of snow, are all wrong and option C is correct.

TASK 7

The first line of the instructions will tell you what the recording is about, giving you a general idea of what to expect.

Test 1
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STOP AND CHECK

You will have one minute to study the example and the questions, which will help you understand the type of task, the subject area and the
type of answer required. Then you will hear the recording twice. During the first listening, write your answers in the spaces provided, and
don’t forget that you may not use more than four words. These can be the exact words you hear or an equivalent to show that you have
understood. Spelling, grammar and other language mistakes will not necessarily spoil your answer as long as the general meaning is clear.

TASK 8

The instructions tell you that there will be three teenagers in conversation and that they will be talking about sports they do. In the minute
that you are given to read the task, look at the example answer and read through the nine questions. These will tell you the speakers’ names,
David, Helena and Rania, so you know there will be three different voices to listen to, each speaker talking about a different sport.
Make a mental note of the question words too, as these will help you: are you listening for a place (where does he practise), a reason (why
does he also go swimming), a time (when does she have private lessons) etc.

TASK 9
1 The information you need for question 1 is when Mike says I do get people telling me it’s not really a job at all! which matches option D. He says that
you just get used to flying a plane, and it’s like any job in the end but the question is about what some people say, not what Mike says, so options A
and B are distractors. Option C is wrong too because some people do say that being a pilot can be called glamorous.
2 Option B is correct: Mike says I get quite a lot of time to do what I want which matches plenty of free time. He says it’s never boring, and I wouldn’t
really describe it as glamorous, so options A and C are both wrong. He also says that although people complain about their jobs, he doesn’t spend
very much time complaining about his job, so option D is not correct either.
3 Question 3 is about the effects of the 9/11 terrorist attack in New York. Option C is correct: we know fewer people booked flights because people
stopped flying and passenger numbers dropped. Mike’s company laid off ten pilots, meaning they lost their jobs, not that they chose to leave, so
option A is wrong. The thing that dropped was passenger numbers, not an aircraft, so option B is not correct, and neither is option D because the
mention of security refers to general security, not Mike’s job security.
4 We hear that in airports there was always security there, although that has been tightened up, which matches option C increased existing security
measures. Options A and B are wrong because tighter security stopped passengers going on to the flight deck and we are not told that looking
out of the cabin windows is no longer allowed. We can deduce that pilots can still explain things during the flight, although they cannot do it in
person, so option D is wrong too.
5 For question 5, note the words used to and choose option A – going into the cabin was something Mike used to do but doesn’t do now. Option B
is not correct because he didn’t use to lock the bullet proof doors, though he does now. We don’t know that he drank a lot of coffee with the cabin
crew, rather that the pilots had coffee brought to us at regular intervals so option C is not correct. Option D is also a distractor because the
situation now is that nobody at all is allowed on the flight deck: even other pilots can’t come on the flight deck unless they are actually working.

TASK 10
This time, the recording has just one speaker, a radio newsreader. There are four separate news items for you to match with news headlines.
1 The first news item is about a swimmer who has been found, which matches headline B.
2 You will hear the words earthquake and international aid workers so headline F is the one you should choose.
3 News item 3 is about a social housing crisis and fewer homes, so the words rented accommodation in headline D tell you this is correct.
4 Item 4 is about the weather and how train journeys have been disrupted, which matches headline A. Be careful not to think that the words help
floods in in headline F have anything to do with the weather.

TEST 2

READING

TASK 1
1 The words shoes match the footwear in sign B and the diagonal red line tells you this is something you are not allowed to do.
2 For question 2, the word shallow may be unknown to you, but you will recognise the wavy line in sign F which represents water and a diver’s head
hitting the bottom.
3 Question 3 has the word smoking which clearly matches the image of a cigarette in sign A.
4 In question 4, the words food or drinks match the image in sign D, and again the diagonal line indicates prohibition.
5 The words unable to use the stairs should tell you that this is for people who need to take the lift and so sign G is correct.
6 For this question, match the words children and adult with the representation of a man and a boy in sign E.
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TASK 2

The opening lines of the email will give you the context for this task. Your answers can be words directly from the email or your own words,
provided the meaning is clear and you use no more than four words.

TASK 3
1 This question has the words last man and prisoner of war, which match the words prisoners of war and last person in answer E.
2 Question 2 is about when the Tower stopped being a palace, which matches the words no longer a royal residence in answer G.
3 This question begins with the word Where so you can match this to the words located in in answer B.
4 The words How many people visit should direct you to the words over two million visitors in answer A.
5 Question 5 is about the building of the Tower, with the question words who and when, so this one matches answer C: was built … in 1078 by …”
The two extra answers that you do not need are therefore D (there is no mention of animals) and H (there is no mention of the 2014 art installation).

TASK 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The words read on mean continue reading, so this is the idea you have to get across in your first answer.
The answer is in the words main roads are avoided, if you didn’t know avoided, the information comes again in we keep off-road if we can.
This is about a fitness guide so you will find the answer under Are you fit enough? in the text.
The two parts of question 4 ask for technical details about lights, which you will find in the paragraph beginning Lights required by law.
In the same paragraph, the text says a helmet is a must. No helmet? No ride!, which gives you the answer to question 5.
The words How long will indicate that you are looking for information about duration, e.g. they start at … and are usually finished by …
For question 7, you have to make the connection between an event (Halloween) and the season when it occurs (autumn) but if Halloween is unfamiliar
to you, you can assume this is the answer because the other special event mentioned takes place in January (winter) and so can be dismissed.
8 Finally question 8 asks about getting in touch with the club, so the answer that should be conveyed is via the internet. The words just turn up
express an option for interested cyclists, but this is not the answer here because going to the club in person is not the same as getting in touch.

TASK 5
1 You need to focus on the words Milan alone has 3.1 million inhabitants and compare this figure with 4.5 million in New Zealand. This should lead
you to answer A: hardly less populated than New Zealand. The other sentences do not include information from the text.
2 Again, you have to read the whole sentence carefully: all the statistics are mentioned in the text but only option D is correct.
3 The third paragraph is where you will find information about the climate. North Island is the one with subtropical weather, so options A and D
are incorrect. In C, Rotorua is mentioned in connection with hot springs not a hot climate but the words temperature decreases as you travel
south give you the answer B.
4 Question 4 is about North Island. Option A is incorrect because South Island is the place to go for excitement. B is incorrect because there is
nothing in the text about relative popularity of the islands. Option D is incorrect because the world’s first commercial bungee jump took place in
Queensland, which is in South Island. Option C therefore is the correct choice: North Island … as well as the biggest cities.
5 Watch out for negatives in the questions, as here in question 5. Skim the text for all the sporting activities. Mountaineering, skiing and surfing are
all mentioned, whilst mountain biking is not, so option B is correct.
6 Most of the names in question 6 occur in the text, but only one, option D, is the name given to the largest percentage of New Zealanders: about
69% of today’s New Zealanders (known as Kiwis). Option A is wrong because only 14.6% are indigenous Maori and option B is incorrect too
because the famous All Blacks refers to the rugby players and isn’t mentioned in the text. Europeans, option C, refers to the origin of the largest
percentage of New Zealanders, not what they are called.

TEST 2

LISTENING

TASK 6

The instructions to task 6 tell you that you will hear someone talking about his sport. Take note of this, and use the one minute you are given
to read the example and the six questions. These will help you with a context for what you are about to hear.
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TASK 7
1 The girl mentions that Carlo is really good at football, not that he wants to be a professional, so option A is wrong. Mention of holidays and family in
options B and D are also wrong, as in the conversation they refer to past family holidays Carlo has had with the girl. C is correct because she says he
is coming to improve his English.
2 Numbers often appear in multiple-choice questions, and you may hear all of them in the recording, which calls for careful listening. In this case,
it is slightly trickier because we do not hear the number fifteen. However, B is correct because the girl says Carlo is nearly sixteen.
3 Option A is about teaching English, while the course is for those who want to learn English, so that is incorrect. Since the boy has said that the
summer football school runs a course in combination with a language school, you should choose option D, that is, both skills are taught.
4 Both options C and D are wrong because the boy does know how many hours. Be sure to read the question carefully: here you are asked how
many hours in each subject, so option A not B is correct.
5 Again, the precise wording of the question will lead you to the correct answer, B, because this describes a language teaching principle whilst the
other options do not.
6 We are not told that the teachers want to attract professional players or that they are themselves journalists, so we can discount options A and
B. Option D is also not correct, because the focus of the course is on many aspects of football, not just management. To keep the course
interesting, option C, matches so it … doesn’t get boring.
7 Only option C fits: Carlo won’t be interested in Manchester City because he is a Manchester United fan.

TASK 8

Fill in your answers, using no more than four words, while you are listening for the first time, then use the second listening to check and
correct if necessary.

TASK 9
1 The clue is in the words can’t help listening: option B is correct, they can’t avoid listening because the man’s voice is so loud. We don’t know if the
train is full, or who the man is talking to, so options A and C are wrong. The friends may want to know who he’s talking to, but that is not the reason
why they can’t help listening, so option D is wrong too.
2 The answer is B: Bryn suggests they move to the quiet coach but Gail wants to stay. He doesn’t suggest that the man should move, nor does
anyone else ask him to move, so options A and D are wrong. C is also not correct as no one moves to the quiet coach.
3 It is Bryn not Gail who says he thinks the man might be talking to his bank manager, so option B is not correct. No one suggests the man is a bank
manager, nor that he is talking to the ticket collector, so options D and A are wrong too. Option C is correct because it is Gail who says Probably
not his bank manager, then.
4 The reason Gail gives for thinking the man is probably not a spy is that he is speaking so loudly that his call is far from secret: that excludes all
options except D.
5 The man does mention school but that is not why Bryn thinks he’s a teacher, so option A is wrong. We don’t know what the man looks like so B is also
incorrect. Bryn doesn’t say that he’s seen the man at school, so D is wrong, leaving C as the only possible option. This fits with Bryn’s comment that
the man’s voice is certainly loud enough (to be a teacher).
6 By the end of the call, Bryn and Gail still don’t know exactly who the man is calling or what the call is about, so options B, C and D are all wrong.
They do hear the man say We’ll talk about it when I get home, which confirms the correct answer as option A.

TASK 10
1 The sentence beginnings A-K are given to you in the same order as they occur in the listening. Annemarie’s first mention of robots is in relation
to for example, car manufacturing, so C is the best match.
2 She goes on to say that industrial robots can work more efficiently and more accurately than human workers, so H is the choice here.
3 This is about driverless cars. Annemarie says that there is no reason to be afraid of autonomous drivers, which matches are not something we
should fear in A.
4 The journalist says AI systems are a normal part of our daily lives which is a match with everyday lives in G.
5 A disadvantage of AI systems that Annemarie mentions is that we don’t necessarily know what is being done with data, which matches ways in
which personal date is being used in E.
6 She speaks of jobs like de-fusing bombs that can now be done using AI, which can liberate human workers from risky jobs, so beginning 6 is a
match with ending J. Don’t be tricked into thinking 6I is a match because the word dangerous would then occur twice and make no sense.
7 Annemarie says that we can hope for even more from AI in the future, which matches massive benefits in ending K.
8 She mentions finally future solutions to the problems of climate change, all sorts of environmental disasters, which is a match for D environmental
problems that humans cannot solve.
The two endings you should not use are B and I.
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TASK 1
1 The second paragraph describes how attractive the city of Heidelberg is, so part G one of the most beautiful cities will fit here.
2 The word romance in part E is the clue to this answer, as it matches the word romanticism in the sentence before gap 2.
3 Gap 3 compares the relative ages of Cambridge to Oxford: Cambridge is not the oldest university in its country, but comes a close second so part
A is correct.
4 This gap needs a phrase that means something like research-based companies, which the city can be proud or boast of, so J internationally
renowned research institutes matches here.
5 The sentence which includes gap 5 is about visitor numbers in Heidelberg and we are still comparing the German city with the English one, so
part H is a good match.
6 We might expect a preposition after the word attractive, and to residents and visitors alike fits both grammatically and makes sense.
7 The words badly damaged in part F match with the word destruction to complete the final gap.

TASK 2

Read through all of this short text so you understand what it is about, ignoring any unfamiliar words. Then read through the questions.
Remember that you are allowed to use no more than four words for each answer. You will not be penalised for spelling or grammar errors as
long as the meaning of your answer is clear.

TASK 3

Again, read the email all through carefully before you start filling in your short answers. The questions are in the same order as the information
needed appears in the email: make sure you read through all the questions too before you begin.

TASK 4
1 Option A is wrong because it is not the lack of radar that has caused disappearances. D is wrong – the ships transmitted no (distress) signals. The
disappearances of ships are described as controversial. Option C is incorrect: some people may think the supernatural is involved, but as the
cause of lost vessels and not as a way of finding them. In option B no rational explanation matches the words the supernatural qualities of the
area in the article.
2 Option D is correct: the stories date back to Columbus’ time, not before, but we are not told that they were taken seriously then so neither A nor
C can be right. The disappearances are strange, not the reporting of them, so option B is also wrong.
3 Numbers are often a feature of multiple-choice questions. Here, you have to match the word bombers with the information given: six planes were
lost but only five of them were bombers, so A is correct. The number 19 refers to the flight and 27 to the number of men lost.
4 The words special magnetic qualities in option A are the clue to this rather tricky question. We read that there is something unusual about how
compasses behave in the region, but there is nothing to say that compasses malfunctioned, so option B is not correct. Options C and D can also
be discounted as the information they have is not in the text either.
5 The Gulf Stream is not a theory, nor is it evidence of anything, so options A and B can be ruled out. The Gulf Stream is a fast current, not an area,
so D is wrong. It is, however, given as an example of geophysical and environmental factors, so C is correct.
6 The key words in the correct option B are storms converge, which match the words storms from multiple directions come together in the article.
The waves are not in themselves disaster hot spots, nor do they occur as a result of planes crashing into the sea, so options A and D can be
discounted. There is mention of high waves but not high sea levels, so option C is also incorrect.
7 Option A is wrong because the loss of that flight is not being questioned, it has been accepted as fact. For the same reason, it cannot be
described as a myth, nor is it the only question left because other disappearances are still unexplained, so neither option B nor C can be correct.
It is another unsolved mystery, making option D the one to choose.

TASK 5
1 The pronoun This before gap 1 refers back to the cotton, so you are looking for a word like cotton: material in part H fits. The whole sentence will
then make sense, as the material in question was named serge de Nîmes after the French town.
2 The sentence preceding gap 2 mentions two colours, blue and white, so you can match part J, which also has those colours in the words blue on
one side and white on the other.
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3 Gap 3 will be the name of a clothing manufacturer, so part A is the one to choose.
4 The words missing in this gap come between two commas, which suggests some additional non-essential information. It might be something
else that he sold but the only phrase that fits grammatically is C: he sold denim among other things.
5 The words called Jacob W. Davies following gap 5 tell us that we are looking for a word like person or man. Part F a tailor fits that requirement,
and the reference to The tailor in the next sentence confirms that it is correct.
6 The information in gap 6 will be something to do with strong work trousers as the pronoun that will describe them further. Gap K would not tear
at the pockets fits here, as it emphasises the need for strength in the jeans.
7 For this gap, you have to ask yourself how Davis made the trousers stronger, and later in the same paragraph you will see that his jeans had copper
rivets. You should then find a match in part I by putting copper rivets. This is followed by in the places, which makes sense with the words following
the gap: trousers rip the most.
8 For this final gap, look at the words after it: they became partners. So you need a name for Davis to become a partner with, and you will find it in part B.
The two parts you will not need are E and G.

TEST 3

LISTENING

TASK 6
1 Sarah does say she is sorry Jerry’s not in, but that is neither an apology nor an expression of sympathy, so options A and B are wrong. She’s not
reminding Jerry to do something, as he has already forgotten, so D is also incorrect. She is complaining that he forgot, so C is the option to choose.
2 Option C is correct here too: she doesn’t say anything about marks, only that she had to do it by herself. She didn’t have a partner (because Jerry
forgot) so B is wrong, and she blames Jerry not herself, so D is also not right.
3 Jerry’s coach hasn’t dropped Jerry and he doesn’t ask him to run with Billy, so options A and B can both be discounted. The words at short notice
in the message mean without much warning, so write a short notice in option D is a distractor and can be ignored too. He does ask Jerry to
replace Billy so C is correct.
4 The coach says this Saturday 3 pm start so option B is correct.
5 The optician tells Jerry that he doesn’t need to make an appointment or phone her back so options A and B are not correct. She doesn’t say she’s
returning his call either, so option C is wrong. She just says that his lenses are ready for him to collect: option D.
6 The optician says Jerry’s lenses are here in the store for you to collect at any time, so option A is the only possible answer.
7 This last question requires you to consider all three messages, so you will perhaps need the second listening to choose B, The coach, who asks
Jerry to Let me know if you can.

TASK 7
1 The woman is talking about the garden she has now, and you can dismiss pictures A and D because she says all we have is grass, no mention of
trees or plants. You know there are no flowers either (don’t have to worry about flower beds) so picture B is wrong. The correct picture is C because
she says there’s space for the boys to run around and play.
2 The speaker is talking about how she gets to school. The correct picture is A because Lucy says we walk together. We can dismiss picture B: you
hear that Yasemin doesn’t really like cycling because she wears a headscarf. Picture C shows you what Lucy used to do but the question is about
now, so this is not correct, and picture D is wrong too because there is no mention of going by bus.
3 The boy describing an accident he had playing ice hockey mentions having freezing fingers, but not that he broke his finger or arm, so you can
dismiss pictures A and C. Picture B is correct because he says I actually heard my leg crack. There is no mention of a back or neck injury so picture
D is wrong.
4 The fourth speaker is talking about finding things, in this case a pair of glasses. She ends by saying Where did I find them? Under the table! So
picture A is the one to choose.

TASK 8
1 Although Penny’s mother mentions school deadlines and projects, she doesn’t say that Penny has an important deadline or that she’s working
online, so options A and D can be dismissed. Option B is wrong, as she says school is hard for all kids, not just Penny, which leaves option C: She
needs her sleep at the weekend.
2 Penny’s father doesn’t suggest that Penny should do heavy work or a holiday job, so options A and B are not correct. He doesn’t say she helps
around the house, just the opposite: that she does nothing to help around the house, so C is wrong but D is right.
3 Penny’s mother doesn’t tidy Penny’s room, so you can dismiss option B, and she does cook so option C is wrong too. Nobody says she cooks
when her husband shops, so D is wrong leaving option A: she cooks unless she’s working late, and does all the cleaning and all the washing and
ironing.
4 We hear that Penny hasn’t appeared for breakfast (or lunch) yet, so we know she is not at school, in town or in the kitchen. Therefore option D is
correct.
5 Options A and B can be dismissed as we hear that both have full time jobs. They do not agree about Penny, so option C is wrong too. D is correct:
one of them, that is her father, thinks Penny doesn’t help enough.
6 By the end of the conversation, it should be clear that the main topic is C, housework.
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TASK 9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Ryan explains that they now use the tunnel to take tourists down to visit the cavern, so ending J fits here.
You need to match no dynamite with they had to use gunpowder explosions to get the ending B for sentence beginning 2.
Ask yourself why they filled the tunnel with water and you will find a reason in because access was easier by boat, that is, sentence ending H.
Ryan describes the poor working conditions of the miners, saying that the average life expectancy of a miner was only 28, which matches ending
A the miners could not expect to live very long.
Ryan also believes that there must have been accidents in the mine, although the authorities’ records don’t show any accidents at all. Therefore
beginning 5 Records do not show matches ending K how many accidents there were.
The words wear helmets here can be matched with avoid hitting their heads in ending C.
Ryan explains that visitors to the cavern get anxious when the boat is rocking about on the water, which matches ending G when they get into the boat.
He explains how the boats go at the same time or run simultaneously, using the old safety hole the miners made with dynamite as a passing
place, as in ending E.

TASK 10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The beekeeper says modern farming systems depend on the bees, which is the same as rely on.
When talking about the dairy industry, he mentions cattle feed, that is, the food given to cows and says that bees pollinate that too.
When he mentions Colony Collapse Disorder, the beekeeper says that every single worker bee dies or vanishes.
He goes on to say that bees dislike being moved … it upsets them.
You need to know that a detrimental effect suggests something bad or negative, as when the beekeeper explains what is harmful to bees.
He talks about the Varroa mite, saying this tiny parasite is very destructive as the name implies.
The Scottish islands he mentions are bee sanctuaries because they have avoided being attacked by the Varroa parasite.
The beekeeper says he campaigned for a law which made it illegal to bring any other bees onto the islands.

TEST 4

READING

TASK 1
1 The article says the earlier you start, the earlier you can finish so option A is correct. There is nothing to suggest that getting up earlier will make
getting up any easier or that it means not having to do the revision again, so options B and D can be dismissed. Starting your revision early
doesn’t mean getting fresh air either, so C is also wrong.
2 You need to understand the phrase something to sustain you, meaning something which allows you to continue or to keep going (option B).
Snacking is discouraged so option A is wrong and fruit is part of a sensible breakfast so you can discount D too. Slow-release grains are mentioned
but not slow revision, so C is also wrong.
3 Option C is the only advice the writer gives: to put your phone away yourself, not give it to someone else to put away as in option A. Turning
phones to silent or managing calls, options B and D, are not the tips given.
4 The writer doesn’t say you should check what you’ve forgotten when you take a break, so A can be dismissed. There is no mention of taking
books outside or doing revision exercises during a break so discount options B and C too. The advice is to go outdoors and only when you come
back to your revision should you see what you remember, that is, option D.
5 The question is about testing what you know, so going for a run or giving yourself a treat, options A and B, can be dismissed. Retaining information,
option D, is not the same as testing yourself, which leaves the correct answer C, review what your learnt earlier, that is, what you were studying
before you went out.
6 Option D pass your knowledge on matches teach someone else what you’ve learnt and so is the correct answer here. The other three options all echo
words from the article but are simply there to distract you and should be dismissed.
7 The sentence you have to complete begins When the exams are over, so options A, B and C can all be dismissed. The only advice the writer has
for after the exams is enjoy your summer! so option D is the one to choose.

TASK 2

The instructions tell you that the articles are from a tennis magazine, which gives you the general context of the texts. Read them through
carefully and don’t worry if there are some words you don’t understand. Read through all eight questions, paying special attention to the
question words.
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TASK 3
1 The words during the war there must refer back to a place, so J is a match.
2 In the sentence before gap 2, you read the words as friends, so the word friendship in part H should lead you to this answer. This is confirmed by
the word unusual, used of their friendship, as you then learn that one boy was rich and the other one his servant.
3 Mention of differences between Sunni and Shi’a Muslims matches the concept of ethnic differences, as in part C.
4 After the word explained, we need to ask what was explained: the best match is part L a lot about the conflicts.
5 The sentence containing gap 5 mentions that Amir is now in the US so we know he has left his homeland: part A after escaping is a match, and
war-torn describes Afghanistan.
6 You may not have seen the word flashbacks before, but you could guess that the story looks back to an earlier time, so part D is a match here.
7 The sentence with gap 7 contains a comparison between scenes, so look for a comparing word to go with than such as more: part I impressed me more.
8 For gap 8 you are looking for a passive construction because the words following it are by a gang of thugs. Part M Hassan gets assaulted is the
match here.
9 Here, the adult Amir is remembering a time when he used to play with his friend Hassan. Part E with the words his youth is a good match here.
10 The clause after gap 10 switching from one to the other suggests two separate characters, so part B both the adult and the boy is the correct choice here.
Parts G and K may look as if they match some of the gaps, but careful reading of whole sentences will show you that they do not fit.

TASK 4
1 Option D describes best what the printing press did. Be careful with dates (the middle of the fifteenth century is not 1550) and the paragraph
mentions mass-producing, not a revolution of the masses, so options A and B are both wrong. Option C is also incorrect, as it was the type that
was movable for the first time, not the printing press itself.
2 The text does not say that copying stopped, nor that documents could be handwritten, so options A and C can be discounted. Though word of
the invention did spread fast (option D), that was not the result of the process, so the option to choose is B.
3 Although options A, B and D are all possible consequences of the invention, only C matches the information in the article: changed the nature of
reading in society and from there, the nature of society itself.
4 All four options are words that are in the article, but careful reading will match the majority of the first books … their content governed by the
church with Early books were mainly about and religion in option A.
5 The publications that became known as the Penny Press were a direct result of the new printing methods, so B is correct. Option A is wrong, as
printing was not done by hand. There was a shift from hand to mechanical printing (option C) but that is not what the name Penny Press refers
to, and there is no mention of an increase in price, so D can also be dismissed.
6 Option D matches became aware of the different tastes of the lower and upper classes in the article. It does not say that gossip was accepted as
not serious, nor that the newspaper industry was happy to print for all classes, so options B and C can be discounted. Option A is also wrong as
it was the reading public not the newspaper industry that got a taste for controversial stories.
7 Careful reading of the paragraph beginning In 1844 will give you a timeline that matches option C.

TASK 5

You know from the instructions and the example given that this is an article about the ecology of Yellowstone Park. You may be unfamiliar
with the subject matter, but all the information you need can be found in the article.

TEST 4

LISTENING

TASK 6
1 Bill says the days are still getting shorter, so option A is correct. He mentions the date of the winter solstice, not the summer solstice, so options B
and C can be dismissed. He speaks of the days getting shorter, not the nights, so option D is wrong too.
2 Bill says he doesn’t like doing Christmas shopping until December, and Sara thinks Christmas starts far too early in shops, so options A and B are
not correct. Option D is wrong too, as they are discussing Christmas shopping, which leaves option C: They feel differently about it.
3 Bill suggests a walk, not a difficult climb and he does not suggest that they discuss a walking holiday, so options A and B can both be dismissed.
Sara herself, not Bill, suggests a fitness class so option D is wrong. Bill does however suggest an alternative, as in option C.
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4 Bill wants to go hiking in Wales or Scotland, so option A is correct. His idea does not depend on the weather, although Sara mentions the weather,
so option B is incorrect. There is no mention of how long his idea would take, so option C is wrong. As Sara has got a better idea, Bill’s is clearly
not acceptable to her so option D is also incorrect.
5 We do not know about the couple’s holiday views so option A can be dismissed. The weather is not too hot for Sara, so B is wrong. Neither of
them thinks their destination is unsuitable for long lunches, which leaves option D: is quiet in the middle of the day.

TASK 7
1 Ending B is a good match: a reasonable place for the boy’s parents to put the big plastic nose they bought would be the front of their car.
2 In the context of doing things for charity, after the verb raised you are looking for a sum of money, so ending H fits here.
3 From their conversation it is clear that what neither speaker knows is D, how the money is spent.
4 They both agree that one of the best money-raising ideas has to do with not wearing school uniform for a day, so G is a match here.
5 The boy mentions his teachers, some of whom came to school wearing a school uniform, that is, ending J.
6 The girl tells the boy that Jake had the best idea of this year, so ending A is correct.
7 According to her, Jake never stops talking, so ending I is the best match here.
Sentence endings C and F may look as if they fit the context but they are both distractors that do not fit any of the sentence beginnings.

TASK 8

You are going to hear a man talking about the skill of juggling. You will have one minute to study the task, so read the seven questions not
forgetting the example. You will hear information you need for your short answers in the same order as the questions.

TASK 9
1 The speaker says that plastic breaks into tiny pieces, which rules out options A and B. She says the problem is obvious, not the solution, so
option D is incorrect too. The obvious problem is that plastic does not go away or biodegrade, that is, option C.
2 A third of all plastic gets used only once, option D. The speaker doesn’t say what a third of all plastic is made into, so option A can be dismissed;
plastic does not biodegrade, so C is wrong too. The single-use plastic does get thrown away, so option B can be discounted too.
3 Wildlife is endangered because plastic can be mistaken for food, that is option A. Fish can eat it, so option B is wrong, and there is no suggestion
that plastic is a danger because it’s so small, therefore dismiss option D too. While it is true that plastic pollution can ultimately poison human
blood, the question is about wildlife, so C is wrong.
4 Listen out for numbers in multiple-choice questions: the speaker says that plastic rubbish outweighs zooplankton by a ratio of 36 to 1, that is,
option C.
5 The speaker describes Henderson Island as having more pollutants resulting from human activity that anywhere in the world, so option B is
correct. She does not mention the island’s neighbours, so dismiss options A and D, and neither does she say marine biologists choose to live
there, so C is also incorrect.
6 Most of the plastic rubbish that was found was buried in the sand up to ten centimetres deep. This matches option D, but not option B as the
measurement refers to how deep the rubbish was buried, not the size of the rubbish itself. There were incredible amounts of new items daily, but
most of the rubbish was not new, so C can be dismissed. The researchers’ estimate refers to all the rubbish on the island, not most of the plastic
rubbish, so option A is not accurate either.
7 D is the correct option here: the speaker lists where the rubbish comes from: European countries … Canada, New Zealand. While it is true that the
island’s unusual biodiversity is underestimated, that is not the speaker’s reason for blaming everyone, so option A can be dismissed. She doesn’t
say that countries blame each other, so C is not the answer, and the talk is about throwing plastic away not recycling it, so option B is wrong too.

TASK 10
1 Sentence beginning 1 ends with the word as, which suggests a comparative structure. You will find that in ending I. As bombing is an act of
aggression, the match not as aggressive as it sounds fits well.
2 The American man says that this kind of gardening can be done in any sad little place … in car parks, up walls, even rooftops so ending A can be
done anywhere is the match here.
3 The man reacts to the question about activists by saying I don’t agree with that term, so sentence ending K fits.
4 Speaking of his experience of the States, the American remarks that in LA you can’t get a fresh apple without getting into your car and driving to a
store, so sentence ending D is the one to choose here.
5 The word admits suggests that we are looking for a confession of wrong-doing, which we find in ending B against the law. Also, the woman goes
with the pronoun she, confirming the match.
6 The woman lists three simple rules: listen out for most importantly and you will hear her third rule don’t let anyone catch you doing it, which is a
match for sentence ending H.
7 The last remarks the woman makes are about dealing with authorities that don’t allow guerrilla gardening. She expresses the opinion that
radical gardeners like herself ought to fight them, so sentence ending C is the one to choose.
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A & E, Accident and Emergency (acr)
/ˌeɪ.ənˈiː/, /ˌæk.sɪ.dənt ənd ɪˈmɜː.
dʒən.si/ pronto soccorso
accomplish (v) /əˈkʌm.plɪʃ/ compiere
according to (prep) /əˈkɔː.dɪŋ ˌtuː/
in base a
achieve (v) /əˈtʃiːv/ ottenere, conseguire
achievement (n) /əˈtʃiːv.mənt/ successo, risultato
acre (n) /ˈeɪ.kər/ acro
actually (adv) /ˈæk.tʃu.ə.li/ in realtà
adjust (v) /əˈdʒʌst/ sistemare, ritoccare
adversely (adv) /ˈædvɜːsli/ in modo
negativo, negativamente
advert (n) /ˈæd.vɜːt/ pubblicità
advice (n) /ədˈvaɪs/ consiglio
advise (v) /ədˈvaɪz/ consigliare
adviser (n) /ədˈvaɪ.zər/ consulente
advocate (v) /ˈæd.və.keɪt/ sostenere
affect (v) /əˈfekt/ interessare, colpire
afford (v) /əˈfɔːd/ permettersi (economicamente)
affordable (adj) /əˈfɔː.də.bəl/ che ci
si può permettere (economicamente)
aim (n) /eɪm/ proposito, intenzione
alarm (n) /əˈlɑːm/ sveglia
allow (v) /əˈlaʊ/ concedere
aloud (adv) /əˈlaʊd/ a voce alta
although (conj) /ɔːlˈðəʊ/ sebbene
altogether (adv) /ˌɔːl.təˈɡeð.ər/ del
tutto, completamente
amuse (v) /əˈmjuːz/ divertire
apparent (adj) /əˈpær.ənt/ evidente
apparently (adv) əˈpær.ənt.li/ a
quanto pare, evidentemente
apprenticeship (n) /əˈpren.tɪs.ʃɪp/
tirocinio
approach (v) /əˈprəʊtʃ/ rivolgersi a
argue (v) /ˈɑːɡ.juː/ sostenere
argument (n) /ˈɑːɡ.jə.mənt/ litigio
array (n) /əˈreɪ/ assortimento
assess (v) /əˈses/ valutare
assume (v) /əˈsjuːm/ dare per scontato
athlete (n) /ˈæθ.liːt/ atleta
at least (phr) /ət liːst/ almeno
attitude (n) /ˈæt.ɪ.tʃuːd/ opinione
audience (n) /ˈɔː.di.əns/ pubblico
available (adj) /əˈveɪ.lə.bəl/ disponibile
award (n) /əˈwɔːd/ premio, riconoscimento
aware (adj) /əˈweər/ consapevole
awareness (n) /əˈweə.nəs/ consapevolezza

B

background (n) /ˈbæk.ɡraʊnd/ sottofondo
baddy (n) /ˈbæd.i/ cattivo (di libro,
film ecc.)
baffle (v) /ˈbæf.əl/ lasciare perplesso
ban (v) /bæn/ escludere, bandire
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beam (n) /biːm/ raggio
belongings (n pl) /bɪˈlɒŋ.ɪŋz/ effetti
personali
benefit (n) /ˈben.ɪ.fɪt/ vantaggio
be supposed to (phr) /biː səˈpəʊzd tə/
essere ritenuto
bit (n) /bɪt/ pezzo
(running) blade (n) /rʌn.ɪŋ ˈbleɪd/
protesi da corsa
blame (v) /bleɪm/ incolpare
blend (v) /blend/ mescolarsi
block out (phr v) /blɒk aʊt/ ritagliarsi
blood (n) /blʌd/ sangue
blow up (phr v) /bləʊ ʌp/ scoppiare
boost (v) /buːst/ accrescere
bother (v) /ˈbɒð.ər/ preoccupare
bound (to) (adj) /baʊnd tʊ/ destinato (a)
bow (v) /baʊ/ inchinarsi
break away (phr v) /breɪk əˈweɪ/
separarsi
break down (phr v) /breɪk daʊn/
spezzettare
breath (n) /breθ/ respiro
breathe (v) /briːð/ respirare
bribery (n) /ˈbrɑɪ.bə.ri/ corruzione
bunch (n) /bʌntʃ/ gruppo
burst (n) /bɜːst/ tirata, sforzo intenso

C

carbon footprint (phr)
/ˌkɑː.bən ˈfʊt.prɪnt/ impatto
dell’uomo sull’ambiente
care for (phr v) /keər fɔːr/ aver cura di
carry out (phr v) /ˈkær.i aʊt/ svolgere
casualty (n) /ˈkæʒ.ju.əl.ti/ ferito,
infortunato
catch up (phr v) /kætʃ ʌp/ recuperare
challenge (n) /ˈtʃæl.ɪndʒ/ sfida
chant (v) /tʃɑːnt/ cantare in coro
charge (n) /tʃɑːdʒ/ costo
charity (n) /ˈtʃær.ə.ti/ ente di beneficenza
chase (n) /tʃeɪs/ inseguimento
cheat (v) /tʃiːt/ imbrogliare
chill out (phr v) /tʃɪl aʊt/ rilassarsi
claim (n) /kleɪm/ dichiarazione
classy (adj) /ˈklɑː.si/ stiloso
close down (phr v) /kləʊz daʊn/
cessare l’attività
coach (n) /kəʊtʃ/ allenatore
coal (n) /kəʊl/ carbone
come up (phr v) /kʌm ʌp/ avvicinarsi
commitment (n) /kəˈmɪt.mənt/
impegno
compass (n) /ˈkʌm.pəs/ bussola
complacent (adj) /kəmˈpleɪ.sənt/
compiaciuto
compulsory (adj) /kəmˈpʌl.sər.i/
obbligatorio
conceal (v) /kənˈsiːl/ nascondere
concerned (adj) /kənˈsɜːnd/ preoccupato
confident (adj) /ˈkɒn.fɪ.dənt/ sicuro
di sé
convenient (adj) /kənˈviː.ni.ənt/
comodo, pratico

convey (v) /kənˈveɪ/ comunicare
cope (with) (v) /kəʊp wɪð/ far fronte (a)
copper (n) /ˈkɒp.ər/ rame
couch (n) /kaʊtʃ/ divano
cover (v) /ˈkʌv.ər/ prendere in esame
crash (n) /kræʃ/ schianto
crew (n) /kruː/ squadra
crop (n) /krɒp/ coltura
cross-country (adj) /ˌkrɒsˈkʌn.tri/
campestre
cruise (n) /kruːz/ crociera
currently (adv) /ˈkɜr·ənt·li/ attualmente
cut off (phr v) /kʌt ɒf/ mozzare
cutting-edge (adj) /ˌkʌt.ɪŋ ˈedʒ/
all’avanguardia

D

date back (phr v) /deɪt bæk/ risalire
deadly (adv) /ˈded.li/ mortale
deal with (phr v) /diːl wɪð/ fare i conti
con, affrontare
decent (adj) /ˈdiː.sənt/ adeguato
deer (n) /dɪər/ cervo
defeat (v) /dɪˈfiːt/ sconfiggere
demanding (adj) /dɪˈmɑːn.dɪŋ/
impegnativo
deny (v) /dɪˈnaɪ/ negare
deport (v) /dɪˈpɔːt/ espellere
deserve (v) /dɪˈzɜːv/ meritare
design (n) /dɪˈzaɪn/ progetto
development (n) /dɪˈvel.əp.mənt/
sviluppo
device (n) /dɪˈvaɪs/ dispositivo
die out (phr v) /daɪ aʊt/ scomparire,
estinguersi
discard (v) /dɪˈskɑːd/ scartare, buttare
dismantle (v) /dɪˈsmæn.təl/ smantellare
display (n) /dɪˈspleɪ/ esposizione
display (v) /dɪˈspleɪ/ esibire
dispose of (phr v) /dɪˈspoʊz əv/ eliminare
diving suit (n) /ˈdaɪ.vɪŋ suːt/ muta
subacquea
dizziness (n) /ˈdɪz.i.nəs/ vertigini
downhill (adv) /ˌdaʊnˈhɪl/ in discesa
downside (n) /ˈdaʊn.saɪd/ lato negativo
drawback (n) /ˈdrɔː.bæk/ svantaggio
drop out (phr) /drɒp aʊt/ abbandonare, lasciare
dry (v) /draɪ/ seccare, asciugare
dump (v) /dʌmp/ scaricare

E

edge (n) /edʒ/ margine, bordo
ejector seat (n) /ɪˈdʒek.tə ˌsiːt/ seggiolino eiettabile
elevator (n) /ˈel.ɪ.veɪ.tər/ ascensore
(AmE)
eligible (adj) /ˈel.ɪ.dʒə.bəl/ idoneo
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embed (v) /ɪmˈbed/ integrare, inglobare
endurance (n) /ɪnˈdʒʊə.rəns/ resistenza
energy bill (n) /ˈen.ə.dʒi bɪl/ bolletta
engaging (adj) /ɪnˈɡeɪ.dʒɪŋ/ coinvolgente
enhance (v) /ɪnˈhɑːns/ incrementare,
migliorare
enjoyable (adj) /ɪnˈdʒɔɪ.ə.bəl/ piacevole
enough (adv) /ɪˈnʌf/ abbastanza
enquiry (n) /ɪnˈkwaɪə.ri/ ricerca,
richiesta
enthralling (adj) /ɪnˈθrɔː.lɪŋ/ affascinante
entirely (adv) /ɪnˈtaɪə.li/ interamente
equip (v) /ɪˈkwɪp/ attrezzare
escape (v) /ɪˈskeɪp/ riversarsi
establishment (n) /ɪˈstæb.lɪʃ.mənt/
classe dirigente
evacuate (v) /ɪˈvæk.ju.eɪt/ sfollare
excuse (n) /ɪkˈskjuːz/ scusa, pretesto
execute (v) /ˈek.sɪ.kjuːt/ giustiziare
expect (v) /ɪkˈspekt/ aspettarsi, prevedere
expedition (n) /ˌek.spəˈdɪʃ.ən/ spedizione
exploit (v) /ɪkˈsplɔɪt/ sfruttare

F

failing (adj) /feɪlɪŋ/ in crisi
fall over (phr v) /fɔːl ˈəʊ.vər/ cadere
fast (v) /fɑːst/ digiunare
fast-growing (adj) /fɑːst ˈɡrəʊ.ɪŋ/ in
rapida espansione
fast-track (v) /ˈfɑːst.træk/ far avanzare velocemente
fate (n) /feɪt/ destino
faucet (n) /ˈfɑː.sət/ rubinetto (AmE)
fault (n) /fɒlt/ colpa
fearless (adj) /ˈfɪə.ləs/ intrepido
feat (n) /fiːt/ impresa, prodezza
feature (v) /ˈfiː.tʃər/ presentare, narrare di
fierce (adj) /fɪəs/ accanito
fill in (phr v) /fɪl ɪn/ compilare, riempire
finding (n) /ˈfaɪn.dɪŋ/ risultato
fire (v) /faɪər/ sparare
fissure (n) /ˈfɪʃ.ər/ crepa
fit (adj) /fɪt/ in forma
flashy (adj) /ˈflæʃ.i/ vistoso
flee, fled, fled (v) /fliː/ /fled/ /fled/
fuggire
float (v) /fləʊt/ galleggiare
flood (v) /flʌd/ inondare
flourish (v) /ˈflʌr.ɪʃ/ prosperare
flow (n) /fləʊ/ flusso
flow out (phr v) /fləʊ aʊt/ defluire
follower (n) /ˈfɒl.əʊ.ər/ seguace
fond (adj) /fɒnd/ appassionato

found (v) /faʊnd/ fondare
fracking (n) /ˈfræk.ɪŋ/ fratturazione
idraulica
fuel (n) /ˈfjuː.əl/ carburante
fume (n) /fjuːm/ esalazione, fumo
fund (v) /fʌnd/ finanziare

G

gathering (n) /ˈgæðərɪŋ/ raduno,
riunione
get along (phr v) /ɡet əˈlɒŋ/ andare
d’accordo
get away (phr v) /ɡet əˈweɪ/ fuggire
get hold of (phr v) /get həʊld əv/
procurarsi
get on (phr v) /ɡet ɒn/ andare d’accordo
get through (phr v) /get θruː/ farcela
ghost (n) /ɡəʊst/ fantasma
gig (n) /ɡɪɡ/ concerto, serata
gist (n) /dʒɪst/ essenza, succo
give up (phr v) /ɡɪv ʌp/ arrendersi,
smettere
glimpse (n) /ɡlɪmps/ sguardo
GP, General Practitioner (acr)
/ˌdʒiːˈpiː/, /ˌdʒen.ər.əl prækˈtɪʃ.ən.ər/
medico di base
grassroots (adj) /ˈɡrɑːs.ruːts/ a livello dilettantistico
grounds (n pl) /ɡrɑʊndz/ area, tenuta
guilty (adj) /ˈɡɪl.ti/ colpevole

H

hack (v) /hæk/ violare, attaccare
hall (n) /hɔːl/ sala
halve (v) /hɑːv/ dimezzare
hand down (phr v) /ˈhændˌdaʊn/
tramandare
hand in (phr v) /hænd ɪn/ consegnare
handle (v) /ˈhæn.dəl/ gestire
hang out (phr v) /hæŋ aʊt/ uscire con
haunt (v) /hɔːnt/ infestare
headgear (n) /ˈhed.ɡɪər/ copricapo
headless (adj) /ˈhed.ləs/ senza testa
headline (n) /ˈhed.laɪn/ titolo di giornale
headquarters (n pl) /ˌhedˈkwɔː.təz/
quartier generale
heal (v) /hiːl/ guarire
heat (v) /hiːt/ riscaldare
heating (n) /ˈhiː.tɪŋ/ riscaldamento
heavily (adv) /ˈhev.əl.i/ pesantemente
heighten (v) /ˈhaɪ.tən/ innalzare
high-profile (adj) /ˌhaɪˈprəʊ.faɪl/ di
alto livello
high-ranking (adj) /ˌhaɪˈræŋ.kɪŋ/ di
grado elevato
high-rise (adj) /ˈhaɪ.raɪz/ alto, a molti
piani
hold (v) /həʊld/ tenere, avere in serbo
hold back (phr v) /həʊld bæk/ trattenere

hold up (phr v) /həʊld ʌp/ rallentare,
ritardare
hoot (v) /huːt/ suonare il clacson
hop (v) /hɒp/ saltare
hopeless (adj) /ˈhəʊp.ləs/ pessimo
hunter (n) /ˈhʌn.tər/ cacciatore
hurt, hurt, hurt (v) /hɜːt/ /hɜːt/ /hɜːt/
fare male

I

in addition (adv) /ɪn əˈdɪʃ.ən/ inoltre
inflate (v) /ɪnˈfleɪt/ gonfiare
invader (n) /ɪnˈveɪ.dər/ invasore

J

jail (n) /dʒeɪl/ prigione
jam up (phr v) /dʒæm ʌp/ bloccare
join (v) /dʒɔɪn/ unirsi a
joke (v) /dʒəʊk/ scherzare

K

keen (on / to) (adj) /kiːn ɒn/ /kiːn tʊ/
entusiasta (di), impaziente (di)
keep going (phr) /kiːp ˈɡəʊ.ɪŋ/ tirare
avanti
kit (n) /kɪt/ equipaggiamento
knock (v) /nɒk/ sbattere
knock down (phr v) /ˌnɒk daʊn/
demolire
knock out (phr v) /nɑk aʊt/ stordire,
mettere a tappeto
label (v) /ˈleɪ.bəl/ etichettare, definire

L

lack (n) /læk/ mancanza
landfill (n) /ˈlænd.fɪl/ discarica
landlord (n) /ˈlænd.lɔːd/ proprietario
law (n) /lɔː/ legge
lawyer (n) /ˈlɔɪ.ər/ avvocato
laziness (n) /ˈleɪ.zi.nəs/ pigrizia
lead (n) /led/ piombo
lead (v) /liːd/ condurre
league table (n) /liːɡ ˈteɪ.bəl/ classifica
let down (phr v) /let daʊn/ deludere
lifespan (phr) /ˈlaɪf.spæn/ durata
lift (n) /lɪft/ ascensore
lift (v) /lɪft/ sollevare
light bulb (n) /ˈlaɪt ˌbʌlb/ lampadina
look after (phr v) /lʊk ˈɑːf.tər/
prendersi cura
look into (phr v) /lʊk ˈɪn.tuː/
esaminare
look round (phr v) /lʊk raʊnd/ visitare
look through (phr v) /lʊk θruː/
passare in rassegna
loss (n) /lɒs/ perdita
lower (v) /ˈləʊ.ər/ abbassare

M

make into (phr v) /meɪk ˈɪn.tuː/ trasformare
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make up (phr v) /meɪk ʌp/ inventare
manage (v) /ˈmæn.ɪdʒ/ riuscire
matter (n) /ˈmæt.ər/ questione
matter (v) /ˈmæt.ər/ avere importanza
mend (v) /mend/ aggiustare
merge (v) /mɜːdʒ/ fondere, fondersi
mess up (phr v) /mes ʌp/ mandare
all’aria
mine (n) /maɪn/ miniera
mod cons (n pl) /ˌmɒd ˈkɒnz/
comodità moderne, comfort
moped (n) /ˈməʊ.ped/ motorino
moreover (adv) /ˌmɔːˈrəʊ.vər/
inoltre
mostly (adv) /ˈməʊst.li/ per lo più
motorway (n) /ˈməʊ.tə.weɪ/ autostrada
move (v) /muːv/ trasferirsi
move on (phr v) /muːv ɒn/ andare
avanti
mud (n) /mʌd/ fango
must-see (n) /mʌst-ˈsiː/ cosa da
vedere assolutamente

N

needle (n) /ˈniː.dəl/ ago
neglected (adj) /nɪˈɡlek.tɪd/ trascurato
noisy (adj) /ˈnɔɪ.zi/ rumoroso
nonsense (n) /ˈnɒn.səns/ stupidaggini

O

object (v) /əbˈdʒekt/ opporsi
objection (n) /əbˈdʒek.ʃən/ obiezione
occur (v) /əˈkɜːr/ manifestarsi
odd (adj) /ɒd/ bizzarro, curioso
offshore (adv) /ˌɒfˈʃɔːr/ in mare
aperto
oil rig (phr) /ɔɪl rɪɡ/ piattaforma
petrolifera
onwards (adv) /ˈɒn.wədz/ in poi
otherwise (conj) /ˈʌð.ə.waɪz/ altrimenti
outdated (adj) /ˌaʊtˈdeɪ.tɪd/ sorpassato
outline (n) /ˈaʊt.laɪn/ schema
outskirts (n pl) /ˈaʊt.skɜːts/ sobborghi
overcrowded (adj) /ˌəʊ.vəˈkraʊ.dɪd/
sovraffollato
overlook (v) /ˌəʊ.vəˈlʊk/ farsi
sfuggire
overseas (adv) /ˌəʊ.vəˈsiːz/ estero
oversleep (v) /ˌəʊ.vəˈsliːp/ dormire
troppo
overtake (v) /ˌəʊ.vəˈteɪk/ sorpassare
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P

pace (n) /peɪs/ ritmo
pain (n) /peɪn/ scocciatura
pants (n pl) /pænts/ mutande (BrE),
pantaloni (AmE)
paper (n) /ˈpeɪ.pər/ elaborato d’esame
paperwork (n) /ˈpeɪ.pə.wɜːk/
lavoro d’ufficio
pellet (n) /ˈpel.ət/ pallottola
persist (v) /pəˈsɪst/ permanere
petrol (n) /ˈpet.rəl/ benzina
pick out (phr v) /pɪk aʊt/ selezionare
pick up (phr v) /pɪk ʌp/ andare a
prendere
pier (n) /pɪər/ molo
pilot (v) /ˈpaɪ.lət/ testare, sperimentare
pipe (n) /paɪp/ tubo
pitch (n) /pɪtʃ/ campo da calcio
placement (n) /ˈpleɪs.mənt/ posto
(per fare uno stage)
(car) plate (n) /pleɪt/ targa
poison (v) /ˈpɔɪ.zən/ avvelenare
pose (v) /pəʊz/ porre
posh (adj) /pɒʃ/ snob, altolocato
pound (v) /paʊnd/ battere forte
power (v) /paʊər/ alimentare
power grid (n) /paʊər ɡrɪd/ rete
elettrica
prayer (n) /preər/ preghiera
predate (v) /ˌpriːˈdeɪt/ anticipare
premier league (phr) /ˈprem.i.ə ˌliːɡ/
serie A
premises (n pl) /ˈprem.ɪ.sɪz/ uffici,
sede
prescription (n) /prɪˈskrɪp.ʃən/
ricetta medica
proper (adj) /ˈprɒp.ər/ adeguato
prosperous (adj) /ˈprɒs.pər.əs/
fiorente
provide (v) /prəˈvaɪd/ fornire
purpose (n) /ˈpɜː.pəs/ scopo
put off (phr v) /pʊt ɒf/ infastidire,
sconcertare
puzzle (v) /ˈpʌz.əl/ confondere

Q

qualify (v) /ˈkwɒl.ɪ.faɪ/ abilitare
queue (n) /kjuː/ coda, fila

R

racing (n) /ˈreɪ.sɪŋ/ corse, gare
raid (v) /reɪd/ rapinare
raise (v) /reɪz/ aumentare, allevare,
crescere
range (n) /reɪndʒ/ gamma
rank (v) /ræŋk/ classificare
rate (n) /reɪt/ tasso
rate (v) /reɪt/ considerare
rating (n) /ˈreɪ.tɪŋ/ valutazione
raw (adj) /rɔː/ grezzo

recruit (v) /rɪˈkruːt/ arruolare
regret (v) /rɪˈɡret/ pentirsi
rehouse (v) /ˌriːˈhaʊz/ rilocare
related (to) (adj) /rɪˈleɪ.tɪd/ parente (di)
relentless (adj) /rɪˈlent.ləs/ incessante
reliable (adj) /rɪˈlaɪ.ə.bəl/ affidabile
relieve (v) /rɪˈliːv/ alleviare
rely on (phr v) /rɪˈlɑɪ ɒn/ dipendere
da
remains (n pl) /rɪˈmeɪnz/ resti
report (n) /rɪˈpɔːt/ resoconto
resource (n) /rɪˈzɔːs/ /ˈriː.sɔːs/
risorsa
restore (v) /rɪˈstɔːr/ ristabilire
retrieve (v) /rɪˈtriːv/ recuperare
revert (v) /rɪˈvɜːt/ tornare
review (n) /rɪˈvjuː/ recensione
revive (v) /rɪˈvaɪv/ riportare in uso
rim (n) /rɪm/ bordo
rough (adj) /rʌf/ duro
roughly (adv) /ˈrʌf.li/ approssimativamente
rowing (n) /raʊɪŋ/ canottaggio
ruin (n) /ˈruː.ɪn/ rovina
rule (v) /ruːl/ governare
run (v) /rʌn/ gestire
run out (phr v) /rʌn aʊt/ scadere,
esaurirsi
run over (phr v) /rʌn ˈəʊ.vər/ investire
run-up (n) /ˈrʌn.ʌp/ periodo di preparazione

S

sanity (n) /ˈsæn.ə.ti/ buon senso
scene (n) /siːn/ luogo
scheme (n) /skiːm/ progetto
scruffy (adj) /ˈskrʌf.i/ trasandato
seagull (n) /ˈsiː.ɡʌl/ gabbiano
season ticket (n) /ˈsiː.zən ˌtɪk.ɪt/
abbonamento
set off (phr v) /set ɒf/ partire
settlement (n) /ˈset.əl.mənt/ insediamento
settler (n) /ˈset.lər/ colono
set up (phr v) /set ʌp/ instaurare
shadow (v) /ˈʃæd.əʊ/ seguire, star
dietro
shaky (adj) /ˈʃeɪ.ki/ tremante
shamefully (adv) /ˈʃeɪm.fəl.i/
vergognosamente
sharp (adj) /ʃɑːp/ acuto
shift (n) /ʃɪft/ turno
ship (v) /ʃɪp/ spedire
shoot down (v) /ʃuːt daʊn/ abbattere
sidewalk (n) /ˈsaɪd.wɔːk/ marciapiede (AmE)
sighting (n) /ˈsaɪ.tɪŋ/ avvistamento
signature (n) /ˈsɪɡ.nə.tʃər/ firma
slums (n pl) /slʌms/ bassifondi
smash (v) /smæʃ/ frantumare
smuggler (n) /ˈsmʌɡ.lər/ contrabbandiere
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somehow (adv) /ˈsʌm.haʊ/ in
qualche modo
sort out (phr v) /sɔːt aʊt/ risolvere,
mettere a posto
source (n) /sɔːs/ fonte
split (v) /splɪt/ dividere
spread out (phr v) /spred aʊt/
spargere
spy ring (phr) /spaɪ rɪŋ/ rete di spie
staircase (n) /ˈsteə.keɪs/ scalinata
stall (n) /stɔːl/ bancarella
stay on (phr v) /steɪ ɒn/ restare
steadily (adv) /ˈsted.əl.i/ costantemente
steal (v) /stiːl/ rubare
steel (n) /stiːl/ acciaio
step out (phr v) /step aʊt/ scendere
stick (v) /stɪk/ attaccare, incollare
strap up (phr v) /stræp ʌp/ fasciare,
bendare
stream (n) /striːm/ torrente
strength (n) /streŋθ/ forza
struggle (v) /ˈstrʌgl/ fare fatica
stunning (adj) /ˈstʌn.ɪŋ/ sbalorditivo
suburb (n) /ˈsʌb.ɜːb/ sobborgo
succession (n) /səkˈseʃ.ən/ serie
suit (v) /suːt/ adattarsi
suitable (adj) /ˈsuː.tə.bəl/ adatto
sunset (n) /ˈsʌn.set/ tramonto
supply (n) /səˈplaɪ/ approvvigionamento
supply (v) /səˈplaɪ/ fornire
surgery (n) /ˈsɜː.dʒər.i/ ambulatorio
sweat (v) /swet/ sudare
switch off (v) /swɪtʃ ɒf/ spegnere
sword (n) /sɔːd/ spada

T

take in (phr v) /teɪk ɪn/ accogliere
take over (phr v) /teɪk ˈəʊ.vər/
subentrare
take place (phr) /teɪk pleɪs/ aver
luogo
take up (phr v) /teɪk ʌp/ intraprendere
tale (n) /teɪl/ storia
talk up (phr v) /tɔːk ʌp/ elogiare
tank (n) /tæŋk/ carro armato

tap (n) /tæp/ rubinetto
taste (n) /teɪst/ gusto
term (n) /tɜːm/ periodo (scolastico)
thereafter (adv) /ˌðeəˈrɑːf.tər/ in
seguito
think ahead (phr v) /θɪŋk əˈhed/
pensare al futuro
threat (n) /θret/ minaccia
thriving (adj) /ˈθrɑɪ.vɪŋ/ fiorente
throughout (prep) /θruːˈaʊt/ per
tutto
throw away (phr v) /θrəʊ əˈweɪ/
gettare
tighten (v) /ˈtaɪ.tən/ inasprire
time (v) /taɪm/ cronometrare
tough (adj) /tʌf/ duro, difficile
town planner (n) /ˌtaʊn ˈplæn.ər/
urbanista
trade (v) /treɪd/ commerciare
treason (n) /ˈtriː.zən/ tradimento
treat (v) /triːt/ curare
trial (n) /traɪəl/ prova
trip up (phr v) /trɪp ʌp/ inciampare
trust (v) /trʌst/ fidarsi di
turn into (phr v) /tɜːn ˈɪn.tuː/
trasformarsi
turn up (phr v) /tɜːn ʌp/ apparire
tyre (n) /taɪər/ pneumatico

U

unemployed (adj) /ˌʌn.ɪmˈplɔɪd/
disoccupato
unlike (adv) /ʌnˈlaɪk/ diversamente da
unlikely (adv) /ʌnˈlaɪ.kli/ improbabile
unmask (v) /ʌnˈmɑːsk/ smascherare
unwanted (adj) /ʌnˈwɒn.tɪd/ indesiderato
update (v) /ʌpˈdeɪt/ aggiornare
upset (adj) /ʌpˈset/ turbato, sconvolto

V

vague (adj) /veɪɡ/ vago
van (n) /væn/ furgone
venue (n) /ˈven.juː/ luogo
vicious (adj) /ˈvɪʃ.əs/ malvagio
view (v) /vjuː/ considerare

W

walk away (v) /wɔːk əˈweɪ/ andare
via
wall (n) /wɔːl/ muro
wallchart (n) /ˈwɔːl.tʃɑːt/ tabellone
warden (n) /ˈwɔː.dən/ custode
watch out (phr) /wɒtʃ aʊt/ fare
attenzione, stare attenti
waterfront (n) /ˈwɔː.tə.frʌnt/ litorale
waterway (n) /ˈwɔː.tə.weɪ/ corso
d’acqua
wave (n) /weɪv/ onda
wealth (n) /welθ/ ricchezza
wealthy (adj) /ˈwel.θi/ benestante
weapon (n) /ˈwep.ən/ arma
weird (adj) /wɪəd/ strambo
well (n) /wel/ pozzo
well-off (adj) /ˌwel-ˈɒf/ ricco
whatever (pron) /wɒtˈev.ər/
qualsiasi cosa
wheel (n) /wiːl/ ruota
whisper (v) /ˈwɪs.pər/ sussurrare
whoever (pron) /huːˈev.ər/
chiunque
wickedness (n) /ˈwɪk.ɪd.nəs/ malvagità
widespread (adj) /ˌwaɪdˈspred/
diffuso
will (n) /wɪl/ testamento
winding (adj) /ˈwaɪn.dɪŋ/ tortuoso
wind farm (phr) /wɪnd fɑːm/ centrale eolica
witch (n) /wɪtʃ/ strega
withdraw (v) /wɪðˈdrɔː/ ritirare
witness (n) /ˈwɪt.nəs/ testimone
witness (v) /ˈwɪt.nəs/ essere testimone di
womanising man (phr) /
ˈwʊm.ə.naɪzɪŋ mæn/
donnaiolo
wonder (v) /ˈwʌn.dər/ chiedersi
work off (phr v) /wɜːk ɒf/ eliminare
work out (phr v) /wɜːk aʊt/ capire,
allenarsi
worship (n) /ˈwɜː.ʃɪp/ culto, devozione
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